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West's Prize Claim
Young Wild
.
OR,

THE GOLD

OF

GOOD-BY GULCH

By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER !.-Good-by Gulch, Arizona.

It was high noon. The hot Arizona sun was
,shining with relentless force on the powdery
sand and alkali dust that lay in the one and only
street that ran th1·ough the little minin,g camp
called Good-by Gulch. The gulch itself was not
a very wide one, but it wound its way tortuously
to the lower ground fifty miles away. In the center was about the widest part, and it was here
where the camp ,h ad been formed, after half a
<lozen prospectors had struck it rich there.
In less than a month Good-by Gulch, so named
because one of those who had first staked out a
claim the1·e left with his pile three weeks later,
to go and marry a Mexican girl who was waiting
for him in Phoenix; and as he rode away ·h e took
off his hat and yelled at the top of his voice:
"Good-by, Gulch!"
There had been no name for the camp before
thi s, and as those he left behind waved him a
faiewell and wished him good luck, it struck them
that Good-by · Gulch was a good name for the
place. So Good-by Gulch it was when we open
-0ur story on t he very hot day, a few years ago,
when Arizona was in a much wilder state than
at present. The population could not have been
more than six ty, all told, and of these less than
a dozen were of the gentler sex. Dandy Bill, the
proprietor of the Red Eye saloon, had a wife, and
so did Jack Waters, the boss of the Big 5 mine.
Some of the miners were married, too, and more
o'f them would have been if they could have
found mates.
As we have already stated, it was high noon,
and as the miners working on the claims that
l!urrounded the little village of shanties and tents
threw down their picks, shovels and pans and
started for the saloon to "wet up" ,b efore going
to dfoner, a long oovered wagon, drawn by four
mules, rounded the bend in the trail that ended
at the commencement of the single street in
Good~by Gulch. Some of the rough-looking men
saw it right away, and then it quickly spread
among the workers that there was something
new in town.
The four mules were d1iven by a middle-aged
man, who sat on a seat with his feet on the
swivel-tree, a very bald head showed. Beside him
sat a ;,•oung woman, whose gaudy costume and
face that was well covered with fresh paint and
powder, wo ul d give the impression to the ordiruny ob ser, er that she was an "actress," It was

certainly a rather striking sight for the miners of
Good-by Gulch, when they got near enough to
see the girl, for such a thing as a show had never
,yet appeared there. But when they read the
letterin,g on the side of the big wagon a cheer
;went up, for if lettered words meant anything,
there was going to be a real show in town.
"PROFESSOR SWELL'S VARIETY SHOW."
That was what they read. The first of the
miners to leave their work got to the saloon just
as the mules halted in front of it. Others came
running up, so they might see all that was to be
seen, and as the driver threw down the reins and
bowed to them, another shout went up. The
gaudily attired young woman hopped lightly to
the ground and stood before them just as they
had seen the female singers and dancers at the
shows in Phoenix, and when she began tripping
about, holding up some of her ·finery, which was
rather dingy-looking to say the least, the excitement arose to fever heat. The driver now put on
a broad Panama hat and stepped to the ground
as gracefully as his i-ather stout form would permit him to, and holding up his hand for silence,
called out:
I am more than
''Thank you, gentlemen!
pleased at the welcome you accord us. I--"
"Hooray! Hooray!" shouted the miners, waving their hats, while the young woman put on a
few more fancy ,s teps, .as though to accompany
them.
Then it was that the stout driver made a sign
to somebody in the wagon, and out came a man,
blacked up, attired in a comical costume and a
banjo in his hand. He was quickly followed by
two young men in tights and a gaunt-looking
young woman, who flouri shed a skipping-rope.
Then from the back of the 1ong covered wagon
something that looked like a big bundle done up
in a crazy quilt tumbled. This proved to be alive,
and as it ~rose to an upright position the spectators saw it was a clown. The driver now removed his hat, •.viped his bald head with a big
bandana, and called out:
"Line up!"
The six members of the show company obeyed
like trained soldiers. The miners ceased. their
shouting and other noise.
"Gentlemen," said the :stout man, smilh1g and
bowing, "before you stand Professor Swell and
the artists of his variety ..,how, late of New York
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and New Orleans. After a most successful en1.,agement for a month in Phoenix, we have started on the road to take in all the mining towns
in Arizona. Good-bv Gulch is the first honored,
and we all hope that the show will be well patronized, assuring you that no better artists can
be obtained, no matter what the price. We will
give our first performance here to-night, if I can
hire a hall large enough, and if we are well received we will remain here a week, or more, if
the occasion demands. The price of admission
will be two dollars. Again thanking you for your
most cordial reception, I will close my remarks
and attend to the important matters connected
with a traveling show."
If the crowd had shouted before, it now fairly
roared. To say that the rough men of the camp
were pleased at the corning of the show would be
putting it mildly. Nearly every man there was
making plenty of money, and two dollars was
but a flea bite, so to speak. Would they patronize the professor's show? Well, rather! A sign
from the professor and his artists leaped back
into the wagon ·with amazing quickness, the clown
turning a flipflap as he disappeared into the rear
end. Then the professo1· mounted to the seat and
drove around the shady side of the shanty saloon,
which, hy the way, was the largest in the camp,
and had a one-story attachment to it, which had
a sign over the door declaring it to be a dance
ha,ll. In five minutes' time a couple of the performers appeared in ordinary costume to assist
the stout man, and then the mules were unhitched
and turned loose to get at the scattered mesquite
bushes th11t grew on the bank of the small stream
that flowed through the gulch.
Professor Swell then walked into the saloon and
found Dandy Bill, resplendent in a pink shirt,
yellow neckerchief and corduroy trousers, waiting
for him, while his hired man eealt out the "tanglefoot" to the thirsty miners.
"I reckon I know what yer want, boss," said
Dandy Bill, as he stroked his hloncl mustache in
a way that showed he considered it to be a sort
of pet. "You want 'commodations."
"That is right, Mr. Dandy Bill; -and the moment
I read the sign over 'VOUr door I felt sure that we
could get them. Can you keep us while we remain in town ? "
"I sartinly kin, if ther men folks is willin' ter
sleep on ther floor," was the reply. "Yer see, we
2.in't quite up ter snuff yet, in ther way of 'commodations; but when it comes ter grub an' whisky, we are all here. Ain't that right, boys?"
"You bet, Bill!" answered somebody, and then
a shout of assent went up.
"Well, that's the main part, I think," and the
professor smHed and looked more than pleased.
"A man can sleep out of doors in this climate.
But we won't have t.o do that; we have got the
wagon for the purpose. One of the ladies happens t.o be my wife, and the other is our clown's
better half. If you can furnish us with oor meals
while we stay here we will be well satisfied."
"All right, Professor Swell. I'll grub ther
whole seven of yer fur twenty-five dollars a day,
three meals; an' I'll take chances on makin' up
what I lose by ther cheap price on what yer 'buy
at ther bar. Oh, I'm a reasonable galoot, I am!"
"Well, that is quite a reasonable price, I must
say," and the professor nodded his satisfaction.
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"But"-and his face clouded a little-"if it hap•
pens that we don't have very large attendances
at our performances, I will have to raise the price
of admission."
"Oh! that will be a,ll right. Ther boys is all
putty flush, and they won't mind givin' up a five
fur front seats. Jest make it reserved seats in
front, five dollars. There ain't no one here as
will kick. Ther gold dust is too plenty fur that."
Judging by the shouts of approval, Dandy Bill
was right in what he said.
"It won't take• more'n half an hour ter fix up
you seven people," went on the proprietor. "I
wasn't expectin' yer, yer see. But that's all right.
I happen ter have plenty of grub on hand, an'
the1·e's more comin' in a day or two. I have all
my stuff sent out from Phoenix. 'cept my meat,
an' that's brought here by a couple of galoots
what makes a business of huntin'. By ther time
you're all ready, I reckon my wife an' ther hired
squaw she's got ter help her will have your grub
ready. I've got two extra dinners ordered fur
to-day, but them as ordered 'em ain't showed up
yet. If they don't rome I won't lose nothin',
anyhow, 'cause you folks is here ter make up fur
it. My rules is dinner from twelve ter one, suoper from six tei: seven, an' breakfast from six
ter seven. Any one as wants ter eat anything
between meals has got ter pay extra "
"Whi<>h is all satisfactory to me," the profes. sor said ass11ringly. "I'll pay you a day in advanre, Mr. Bill."
"Don't put no 'mistt>r' ter my h:1.'ldle, professor'. I'm jest nlain Ri!T-Dandy Bill,- they calls
me. 'cause I takes a little p1·ide in my dress. I'm
all right, you kin bet, an' I run my sl1anty on a
h1.1siness basis. vVhat are yer gpin' ter have ter
drink?"
"A little of yer be"t." replied the professor, as
he handed over tl1e re',nired twt>nty-five dollars.
"Put out ther stuff. Prl." ~aid Danclv Bill. nodding to his helper. "'fl-eat all hand&! That's
ther kind of a hairpin I am!"
But Ed, as he C.'al!Pr\ him. knew pretty well
that the boss was simply doing- this for a bait. A
few thou.sand dollars was coming ove1· by the
stagecoach that afternoon, so the miners might
exchange their gold dust for it, ancl that meant
that business would be brisk that night. The
professor drank with the crowd, and then he
shook his head and said:
.
"I don't know whether I can afford to treat or
not. I don't know just how business is going t.o
be, you see. I have to watch out, so I will have
enough money to pay my company their salaries,
you know."
"Run ther chances," spoke up a big miner, conspicuous in a bright red shirt. "Nothin' ventured, noth.in' gained, they say. I'll have so much
money this afternodon that I won't know whaj:
ter do with it. Then I'll show yer what kind of ~
galoot I am."
The J:}rofessor hesitated a moment, and then he
ordered the round. That made him solid. Every
man there was bound to .go to the show th.at night,
and as there must have been thirty present, it
was bound to pay, especially if five dollars was
charged for the reserved seats. It was just about
this time that a party of riders rode up before
the saloon. Thought -they did not appear to be
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show people, all hands rushed out to look them
over, and they were much interested, too.
The parby consisted of two boys, a tall man,
with long black hair and a heavy mustache; two
young girls, a young woman and two typical
Chinamen. All save the latter two were attired
in fancy hunting suits of buckskin, and there was
such a dashing way about them that it was not
surprising that the miners should be interested.
To be brief about it, Young Wild West, the Champion Deadshot and dashing young Prince of the
Saddle, had arrived at Good-by Gulch with his
friends.
CHAPTER II.-Young Wild West Pitches Camp.
The Red Eye saloon being the most importantlooking place in Good-by Gulch, it was nothing
strange that newcomers should choose it to stop
before. Then again the crowd that rushed out at
sight of the picturesque party that had just come
in was quite enough to convince them that it was
the all-important place there. The general store,
a low structure that covered a good deal of
ground but had a rather narrow front to display
the goods sold there, was almost directly opposite; but all the life seemed to be at the saloon,
and there it was that Young Wild West stop.ped.
So much had been w1·itten about the dashing
young deadshot that it is hardly necessary to
state much in the way of description here. Suffice it to say that though only a boy in years,
he had made a name for himself by his coolness
and daring, and willingness to always do right,
no matter what the cost.
His two partners, Cheyenne Charlie, who was
the tall man referred to, and Jim Dart, the other
boy mentioned, were like brothers to him, and
they always stuck to him through thick and thin.
The two young girls, who might have been called
mere children by some, were Arietta Murdock
and Eloise Gardner, the pretty sweethearts of
Young WiJd West and Jim Dart; and the young
woman was Anna, the wife of Cheyenne Charlie,
the ex-government scout and Indian fighter.
The two Chinamen-for we must not forget
them-were brothers bearing the names of Hop
Wah and Wing Wah. Young Wild West and his
two partners had, of course, been born and reared
in the West. So had Arietta, the golden-haired
sweetheart of our hero. The other two girlsthey always spoke of them as "the girls," though
Anna was a married woman-had been in that
part of the country quite long enough to learn to
love the natural wildness and the perils and excitement they encountered.
"Well, boys," said the dashing young deadshot,
speaking in the cool and easy way for which he
had become famous, "I reckon this is Good-by
Gulch, isn't it?"
"That's what we call it, young feller," answered
Jack Waters, the foreman of the Big 5 mine, as
he nodded his head and pulled out a plug of
tobacco. "Seems ter me I know you, though I
can't i;;ay as I ever seen yer afore. Say! ain't
you Young vVild West?"
"You've guessed just right, pard," answered
the boy, smiling at him. "I reckon you must
have heard something about me. Nov, suppose
you tell me whether it was good or bad?"
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"It was all good what I heard, Young Wild
West. I'm right glad ter meet yer, blamed if I
ain't! I'll .shake with yer, if yer don't mind."
The young deadshot slipped from his saddle
and put out his hand.
"I reckon you're one of the sort of men I like
to mel3t," he said coolly. "But I knew you were
the moment you spoke. I am a pretty good judge
of a person, when I once look at their faces, and
hear them express themselves, TOU know."
The miner gripped his hand and gave it a
hearty shake. The two men ·belonging to the
show now came around from the wagon, and they
looked at the girls of the party with more than
ordinary interest. As they were attired in ordinary female apparel now, they did not seem out
of place to the girls in Young Wild West's pa1·ty;
though if they had seen them a few minutes before they might have opened wide their eyes.
The paint and powder were still on their faces,
and they no doubt thought they looked "stunning." But the red cheeks of the girls was Nature's own handiwork, and the beauty they possessed was real. Young Wild West and 'his two
partners quickly sized up the saloon, and' they
soon came to the conclusion that it would be bet,
ter for them to go into camp arid let their cook
fix up the noonday meal for them.
"How about putting up on one of the vacant
spots around here?" the young deadshot asked,
nodding to Jack Waters.
"Sartin sure," was the reply. "Go ahead. I
reckon there's a good place right along ther creek
there. There ain't no one here as will bother
'Yer, as I know of. But Big Chock an' his pal
might have somethin' ter say about it when they
show up. Howsumever, from what I've heard of
you, Young Wild West, you'll be able ter match
him, all right.''
"Well, we are not looking for trouole, pard,"
was the reply. "If you say it is all right for us
to camp over there, we'll do it."
"Go on an' do it. I'm a sort of leade;r here,
an' what I says is putty sure ter go, thouo-h
sometimes there's a little trouble with Big Cho~k
an' his pal. I'm all right, though, an' they don't
scare me any. I kin hold my own with ther galoots."
The truth was that our friends were pretty well
tired from the long ride they had had in the
'burning sun, and they were really anxious to get
under the trees that grew on the spot the miner
had pointed out as a good place for them to camp.
"I reckon we'll get out of the sun," said the
boy, turning to his companions. "Come on."
He led his horse to the spot, and the rest rode
over, while Jack Waters swung his hat over his
head and yelled:
"Three cheers fur Young Wild West, ther
Champion Deadshot!"
The majoriby of the miners joined in giving the
cheers, and the boy waved his hand in acknowledgment.
"I reckon this is what yer might call a putty
lively sort of a camp," said Cheyenne Charlie. as
they came to a halt at the spot they had selected.
"Looks mighty prosperous around here, an' no
mistake! Did yer see that big wagon? A show
is goin' ter be here."
They all agreed with him that it was a likely-
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looking sort of a place, and that it was very evident that there was going to be a show there.
"Me likee see um show, so be," remarked. the
Chinaman called Ho,p Wah.
"I reckon you kin give 'em enough of a show
ter wake 'em up, Hop," said the scout, grinning.
"Any galoot what kin do what you kin is able
ter get most any kind of a crowd surprised."
"Me allee samee velly muchee smartee Chinee,
so be, Misler Charlie," was the grinning reply.
"Me blother, he was velly smartee, too; but he
veHy muchee goodee now; he lettee me be um
.
clevee Chinee."
What the Chinaman meant by "clevee Chinee"
was that he was ·o ften called Young Wild West's
Clever Chinaman, and this was because he was a
sleight-of-hand performer of no mean ability, and
a professional card sharp as well. Besides these
qualifications, if such they could be called, he was
very fond of whisky and liked practical joking.
~ut he ha~l often been the means of saving the
lives of different members of the party by his
cleverness and quick wit, and that made him
wlid with all hands, so to speak.
When the scout said he could give a performance he spoke the truth, for Hop always made it
a point to buy various articles and compounds he
would have use for in performing his tricks and
jokes whenever they st0<ppecl at a city or town
where such things were for sale. So much for
Hop Wah, the clever Chinaman, for the present.
All hands joined in the work of getting the camp
in shape, and it was not long ·b efore the two
tents they had with them were erected under the
trees and a fire started. Young Wild West and
his companions had shot plenty of game the day
before, so there was nothing lacking in that line
to cook for dinneT. Their stores were not exhausted, either, and they were able to get up a
fine meal without making a call at the supply
store.
Before one o'clock they · had satisfied their
hunger and were preparing to take it easy for a
while, when t\vo horsemen were seen approaching
,. the saloon. One was a big, powerful-looking fellow, and the other was one of the slender sort,
with a sneaky aspect. Our hero could generally
pick out a man for what he was as soon as he had
a look at him, and, turning to his companions, he
said:
"I may be wrong, l;mt I'll bet a 'five-dollar gold
piece to a silver quarter that the two galoots are
Big Chock and his pal! We had better get ready
for trouble, I suppose, for the leader of the camp
said enough to make me think that these two galoots will try to run us out of here."

CHAPTER III.-Big Chock and His Pal.
Young Wild West guessed just right when he
thought the two horsemen were the bad pair
known as Big Chock and his pal. The pal's name
~ Jug Porter, or that is all the name any one
in the camp knew him by. The fact was that
the two ,vere almost inseparable. both being villains of the lowest order. Big Chock was of the
brutal type, while -his pal was one of the cunning
scoundrels so often met with, who, though he
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thought nothing of killing· a man, much preferred
to do it in a sneaky way.
His very looks implied this much, as did the
general appearance of the big ruffian indicate
that he was a brute. Over six feet, and broad
and weighty in proportion, Big Chock surely
looked to be a dangerous customer. He usually
had his own way in Good-by Gulch-not because
all the men there feared him so much, but because they thought it just as well to let him go
ahead, /lO long as he <lid not tread too heavily on
their corns. The two dinners engaged at the
saloon, and of which the proprieto1· had spoken,
were for these two men, and as they halted and
looked .at the big wagon that was standing at
the side of the shanty structure, Big Chock called
out:
"What's this I see? A caravan has struck ther
Gulch, blamed if it ain't, Jug! Jest read what it
says on ther side. I can't make out letters very
good, an' I never could when I went ter school.""
"Professor Swell's Variety Show, is what she
reads, Chock," quickly answered his pal. "I reckon there's goin' ter be a show in town. Tt is
Vve
good we didn't sta'Y away till to-morrer.
couldn't hardly afford ter miss it."
"Show, eh? Well, t!1,at sounds mighty good,
for a one-horse camp, llke this. iVell, we'll soon
find out somethin' about it. It's free tickets fur
me an' you, of course."
Both men dismounted and let their horses go
loose, without even unloosening a saddle girth.
But it was not more than a minute l:tefore a
darky employed by Dandy Bill came and got them
and took them to the shed thr' ·rrs in the rear
··· Chock swagof the shanty saloon and hall.
ger_ed into the bar of the place in his usual style,·
actrng very much as though he was just in the
humor to fight some one, and did not care just
who it might be.
"Hello, Chock!" called out Dandy Bill. smiling
at them. "You're on time, I reckon. Ther dinner is all ready. AU's you've got ter do is ter
wash up an' set right down."
"Good enough, Bill. But give us a little of
your bug-juice first. We've had a long ride of
it. Been in ther saddle ever since six o'clock
this mornin'. Our bottle of stuff run out about
ten. an' we ain't wet our lips since."
They were quickly served, and then it was not
long before they were eating their dinner. Dandy
Bill joined them, sine~ he had been too busy helping to serve those who had already eaten to dine
himself, and as he ate he answered the questions
of Big Chock in regard to the big wagon and the
show people, Jug Porter asked no questions
whatever. His friend did all that, and he listened, remembering everything that was said, so
he might be able to Pnlighten the big ruffian at
any time he required it.
"I s'pose you've hea1·d tell of ther boy they
call Young Wild West, Chock?" observed the
proprietor, after a i,ause.
"No," was the repjy; · "I ~an·t say as I have.
But what about him, Bill?"
"Well"-and Dandy Bill wiped his mustache in
the careful way he had about him-"they say that
he's a regular hum-scorcher. Got more nerve
than ten ordinary men, an' holds claim to ther
title of tber Champion Deadshot of ther West."
"I see," and Big Chock nodded. "Hfs one of
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ther fresh young galoots we sometim es run
across. Tries ter scare people, an' all that."
Jug Porter grinned at this, for it probabl y
struck him that his big pal was really giving a
descript ion of himself , and unthink ingly, at that.
"Well, I don't know much about him; but I
heard Jack Waters say he had heard a lot about
ther boy an' his two pards. I will say that I
never did see a likelier- lookin' young chap than
he is, though. "
"You've seen him, then?"
Big Chock looked surprise d.
"Yes; he's right here in Good-by Gulch this
very minute. I heard him asking Jack Waters if
there was a place where they could pitch their
camp, an' Jack sho,,•ed him a place out back here
wasn't
~ longs;d e ther creek. Jack told him that it
likely that any one would bother 'em, without it
might be you. Now, what I was ~oin' ter say is
that I wouldn 't interfer e with 'em. There's three
gals with 'em, an' they seem ter be like fine gals,
too. Then there's a couple of heathen s with 'em,
too, an' they- -"
"Heathe n,; with 'em!" echoed the big ruffian.
"Don't yer know that we've put a ban on Chinese
labor in this here camp? You've heard me say
that I'd shoot ther first heathen what showed
up here, an' wantecl work, ain't yer, Bill?"
"Yes, that's right. That's why I've been feelin' sorter uneasy since you got here. Now ther
two Chinam en what's with Young Wild West an'
his friends ain't lookin' fur work; they're jest
with ther party, yer know. If I was you I'd let
'em alone, 'cause we want ter git our populat ion
increaf'e<l, an' ther chances is that they've come
here ter try their luck in ther Gulch. There's
room fur a whole lot more here, an' •you know it.
Ther more gold there is taken out, ther better
will be my busines s, an' yourn, too. I make mine
by sellin' bug-jui ce an' runnin' a faro game, an'
you make yours playin' draw poker."
Big Chock laughed , and it was a hoarse laugh
at that.
"All right," said he. "But you jest wait till I
git steamed up a little! I'll pay attentio n to
ther two Chinese , an· don't yer furgit it. An'
then, if this here boy yer say is ther Champi on
Deadsh ot interfer es, I'll show him that I'm somethin" in that line myself. Bill, a show has come
to ther camp, an' that means a lively time fur
everybo dy. But when I git a few more swaller s
of bug-jui ce in me I'm goin' ter run a little sideshow all by myself. "
"I was afraid yer would, Chock, an' that's why
I spoke about it."
But the proprie tor did not seem to realize that
he had helped it along. The meal over, Big Chock
and his pardne r went to the barroom . ThElre
were few there now, save Profess or Swell and
the male membe rs of his troupe. The miners had
either returne d to their work or were at their
shantie s or tents, eating a dela}ed meal, on account of the anivals at the camp. Jack Waters,
the boss of Big 5 mine, was there, howeve r. He
seemed to have a purpose in remaini ng, too, and
when Big Chock saw him he prompt ly said:
"Well, Jack, I hear that we've got a champio n
deadsho t in town."
"Yes; I s·pose you've heard of Young Wild
West," was the reply.
"No; I never heard of him till Bill was tellin'
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me at ther dinner table. What about him, anyhow?"
"Well, they say he has got ther reputati on of
handlin ' himself in great style. He's a sort of
youn~ feller wh~t stands up fur what's right.
He km shoot straigh ter an' faster than most folks
would believe, too."
"Huh! You talk as though no one else can
shoot quick a_n' straight . Jack, I reckon yet·
know what I km do, when I make up my mind ter
do it."
"Yes, I know. I ain't slow myself. You know
that, too."
The big ruffian frowned .
."Yes, ~' know you're full of grit, Jack," he adBut, say! Are you goin' ter allow Chimitted.
nese labor here?"
"Not at ther Big 5 mine, Chock."
"That's what I thought . Come an' have a
drink."
The foreman miner accepte d the invitati on
prob.abl y because he did not care about getting
mto ~n _argume nt with him. The show people
were mv1ted, too, and then Dandy Bill introduc ed
them.
"I'm about ther worst man what ever lived
wh~n I git mad," Big Chock explain ed, as h~
.smiled at the actors ancl threw out his chest
"I'll leave it ter my pal if I ain't. How about it.'
Jug?"
"You sartinly are, Chock," was the quick reply
"But of course I wouldn 't hurt you fellers·, ;
went on ~hock. "I like show people too well t~r
do an·ythm g ter hurt 'em. Here's luck! Every·
·
body drink!"
Everyb_ody did, and when he had wiped his
mouth with the sleeve of his shirt, the big man
continu ed:
"I s'pose you fellers would like ter see a little
fun. Jest come with me. I'm goin' ter kill a
couple of Chinam en."
The profess or and his men were astonish ed to
hear this, while the faces of Dandy Bill and the
miners turned slightly pale. Jack Waters showed signs of great unea,;in ess.
"Better let 'em alone, Chock," he advised
"Maybe Young Wild West wouldn 't stand fu;
anythin g like that."
"Well, if he don't stand for it he kin lay down
·
'
ter it, then," was the retort.
"All right. I ain't goin' ter interfer e."
Probabl y the boss of the Big 5 mine thoun·ht
there would be no need of it. He had heard a
lot about the dashing young deadsho t and his
partner s, he had already declared , and that prol-iably meant that he thought they would be able
to take care of themsel ves.
"Well, give us another drink, anyhow " he
added, nodding to Dandy Bill, who had reiienrl
his man and was in charge of the little bar him·
self.
Just then Hop Wah, one of the Chinam en th,,
big ruffian had decided to kill, walked into th"
place, bowing and smiling . He was not alonC'.
for right behind him were You~ Wild West anrl
Cheyen ne Charlie .
CHAPT ER IV..-What Happen ed to Big- Chock
and His Pal.
A hush fell over those in the barroom of the
Tied Eye saloon when the Chinam an entered , fol-
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lowed by Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie.
Eve:riy man there felt that something was going
to happen, for had not Big Chock said he was
going out to kill a couple of Chinamen? Here
was one of them now, and Professor Swell and
the members of his trnupe edged back to a corner, so they might escape being shot accidentally.
Those who knew the big ruffian well stepped
out of the way, too, for they knew for a certainty that there was going to be trouble. But
Jack Waters was going to prevent it if he could,
and he quickly called out:
"Hello, Young Wild West! I see that yer got
located all right. I reckon no one will bother
with yer here. You'll find Good-by Gulch a
good, healthy camp, I thipk."
"I hope so." was the. boy's reply. "We thought
·we'd bette1· drop in and see you, as our Chinaman
here wanted to get here badly. We thought he
might get into trouble if he came alone, you
knp,v. Some people don't like heathens, it seems,
and we didn't know whether there were any of
that sort here or not."
"Yer didn't know, eh?"
It was Big Chock who asked the question, as
he stepped to the center of the room, fafrly bristling with importance. "Well, I'll tell yer right
now that there is! I'm one that says that there
ain't no heathen Chinese goin' ter stay here, an'
live! How does that strike yer ?"
He reached for his gun, but before he got it
from the holster the boy cried out sharply:
"Take your hand away from that, you big galoot!"
Big Chock let go his gun, and it dropped back
into the holster. Jug Porter tried to smile, but
made a miserable failure of it, for he knew bette1· than most of them that the boy was very,
very dangerous. He did not need to be told that,
for he was something more than an ordinary observer.
· "Chock," said he, turning to the big ruffian,
"you didn't mean yer was goin' to kill any Chinaman unless he went ter work here, did yer ?"
That was a cue to let Big- Chock out of it, but
he did not seem to want to get out of it that way.
He had bragg-ed about his being such a bad man
that he felt that he must keep his word.
"I said jest now that I was goin' out ter kill
two Chinamen," he said, trying to appear cool,
but failing almost utterly. "But I won't have
ter go out ter shoot but one now. One of 'em
has come in ter take his medicine here. Now,
young fe}.ler, je_st put away that gun of yours.
I reckon yer don't know that ye're likely ter
make one of ther worst men what ever lived very
mad, if yer keep on p'intin' that at me."
Cheyenne Charlie broke into a laugh. That
sounded about as funny to him as anything he
had heard in a long time. Young Wild West
coolly dropped his revolver back into the holster.
"Now, then," said he, "go ahead and kill the
•
Chinaman."
It seemed like inviting a slaughter right in the
saloon, but not so to our hero. He had met and
~onquered men fully as big and as bad as was
Big Chock. His remarkable coolness and quickness, added to his skill and strength, had always
~rought him out a winner, too. But the ruffian
certainly felt easier when the 'boy put away his
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rev_olver. His courage rose, too, and, forcing a
smile, he answered:
"When I git ready ter do it, I'll go right ahead
'
an' no one will stop me, either."
"All right. When you get ready, go ahead·
but I ~ouldn_'t w.ait too long, if I were you. Th~
crowd 1s anX1ous to see the two Chinamen killed "
Big Chock was but waiting for the chance to
get his gun out. But he meant to shoot the bov
first. He looked around at his pal, and the two
exchanged glances. Cheyenne Charlie was watching the sneak;,.r man hard, however, and there
would surely be a call for the. undertaker if he
made the least move to perform a sneaky act.
The scout had him down fine, so t{) speak.· Hop
knew he was perfectly safe, and he b;, c] no sooner
S\vallowed the drink he had ordered tnan he was
ready to imrprise the bi_g- man. He 'never once
doubted that ou1-.hero could handle the man and
'
that made him all the more daring.
"Whatee you wantee killee poor Chinee for?i,
he asked. "Me allee samee velly goodee Chinee
so bP. Me go to um Sunday school in Flis,•o " '
"You'll go somewhere else .mighty soon, i ;eckon," was the reply.
"Let's have a ;smoke," said our hero turning
'
to Dandy Bill.
It was :l chance Big Chock nad been looking
for, and his hand PTabbed for his gun. He managed to get it from the holstel'. and thencCrack! Young Wild West had trapped him for
he had turned to the boss of the saloon on purpose to_ make the villain do something, and he
drew his revolver and fired. Big Chock uttered
a cry aml d.,,onped his gun to the floor. The
blood was trickling from the back of his hand,
where the bullet had grazed it.
"You should have been quicker, if you wanted
to ~1;t me,-," the boy said, as he coolly walked up
Now, then, I :1-m going to throw you
to h_1m.
outside, and I am not gomg to be particular how
you land, either. But I'll give you a chance. Get
ready!"
But the big scoundrel was too much surprised
to get ready for anything. Biff! The young
deatlshot's rig:ht fist shot out like a piston rod
anrl caught hun squarely on the short ribs. A
gasp came from him, and as he was in the act
of dropping, Wild darted behind him and swung
his right arm around his neck. Then up went
the boy in an el'ect position, and Big Chock was
hanging over his back like a quarter of beef.
The door was open, and on a run Wild went out
stopping short as he passed the threshold and
dropping his head. There could •b e but one result. and that was that Big -Chock went over his
head and landed with a dull thud on the ground.
Cheyenne Charlie, always impetuous, but now
stirred to a high pitch, made a leap for Jug
P?rter. The sneaky look of the man angered
him, anyhow, and if he had not heard the boss
of the Big 5 mine say he was a bad man, he
would have thought so, anyhow.
He ca.ught the bad man's pal before he was
hardly aware of what was coming. Being ·but a
Ug.htweight, the scout handled him as though he
was but a chiid.
"Look out, Wild!" he called out, and then, before he was within six feet of the door he hurled
the sneak out. Jug had better luck in landing
than his pal had. He struck on his hands and
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feet, catlike, and rolled over without being hurt.
Big Chock had been jarred so badly that he lay
like one dead.
"I reckon that'll be about all for the present,"
said our hero, as he coolly walked in. "Dandy
Bill, we'll have ,that smoke I spok~ about a minute or so ago."
But Dandy Bill was so agitated that the cigar
box shook in his hand as he passed it to the boy.
"I never seen anything like that in my whole
life!" he cried. "It don't seem possible that a boy
could chuck a man as big as Chock is out like
that. You're ther strongest feller I ever seen,
Young Wild West!"
"Oh, it w;rsn,~ rntr strength so much," was the
reply. "It is,~no,ving ho\\· to do it, more than
anything. St~ up, gentlemen, and have a smoke.
I never drink anything strnng myself, and I feel
like smoking. I hope you all feel the same."
Whether they did or not, they all took cigars,
even to Hop, who was grinning as though it was
a little performance that had been gotten up for
his e pecial benefit. Meanwhile Jug Porter was
assisting Big Chock to his feet, and as soon as
he got him up, they walked away from the front
of the saloon.
CHAPTER V.-The Announcement of the Shooting Match.
Wild and Charlie went out now, leaving the
Chinaman there, for they were pretty certain that
no harm would befall him, and there was nothing
for him to do at the camp.
'·J reckon I'll git ter ,vork now," remarked Jack
Waters, as he followed our friends.
He went along with them to the little camp on
the bank of the creek.
"Say, Young Wild West," he said, when they
got there, "I reckon there's a chance fur you ter
strike a good thing here."
·'How is that?" our hero asked.
"Well, I represent a good deal of property
around here which is owned by five rich men
down in Phoenix. They are mighty anxious ter
boom things up this way. They want ter put up
a smeltin' plan_t, but there ain't enough ore bein'
took out ter make it paly, hardly. They want ter
make people come here an' git things on a hustle. Was yer in Phoenix afore yer struck here?"
"No," answered our hero, \vhile the rest of
our friends looked much interested. "We mean
to go there when we leave here, though. We
have to stop at a big place once in a while, you
know."
"Well, then, it ain't likely you've heard what's
goin' on. When ther stagecoach comes over this
afte1-noon there'll be quite a few passengers, most
likely, for ther owners of ther land here has been
advertisin' it in Phoenix that a shootin' match
will take place here to-moner mornin', an• ther
pri,:e will be a claim that lays at the east end of
our property. It's right under a hill, where there
is s'posed ter be a vein runnin' through, I don't
mind tellin' ver. But the owners don't care fur
that. W11at 'they want ter do is ter git business
on ther hustle. We've got plenty of good paydirt ter work, an' it will save ther trouble of
hirin' men ter find ther stuff, if they kin git somebody else ter take hold of ther claims around
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here. Now, I'm goin' ter be in charge of this
here shootin' match, an' ther fee ter go in is goin' ter be five dollars. Ther chances is that
there'll be a dozen or more crack shots down
Phoenix way ter come here. Here's a chance fur
you."
"\,Yell, I reckon you can count on me to take a
chance, though I won't say that I'll stay here and
work the claim if I should win it," Wild answered.
"Well, that's all right. You'll sell it, won't
yer?"
"Oh, ,yes."
"All' right, then. I'll let yer know more about
it afore night."
Then, tipping his hat to the girls, who had
been listening· to the conversation with not a little
interest, he took leave.
"I rnckon that's pretty r;ood, eh, Wild?" Jim
Dart remarked, when the mine boss had gone.
"Even if you don't work the claim, you may as
well show them that you can win it."
"That's right, Jim. But it may be that I won't
be able to win it. The country is full of crack
shots, you know. Irt all depends on what kind of
a shoot it is. A plain target would not settle it.
Well, I'll go in for it, anyhow. If we get the
claim, we may strike it rich. We are pretty lucky
that way, it seems."
"If there is much gold in Good-by Gulch; we
will surely find some of it," Arietta remarked.
"You w:in the prize claim, Wild, and I'll find the
gold, if there is any to be found."
"All right, Et. That is a bargain. I'll hold
vou to it."
· Things "·ent along smoothly for the next two
hours. The miners, who were able to work in
the shade, kept busy, and the shallow stream
flowed on its course down the gulch. PresentUy
a shout ' went up from the neighborhood of the
saloon and store, and then the rumbling of
wheels came to the ears of our friends.
"Ther stagecoach is comin', I reckon," said the
scout, as he arose from beneath the tree he had
been taking it )easy undel'. "We may as well go
and see what's goin' on, I reckon."
They were all on their feet, save Wiug Wah,
who was .dozing peacefully in the shade, in .a jiffy,
and then leaving the Chinaman aJone at the
camp, they went over to the store. Wild thought
that was the best place to take the girls, as he did
not want them to mingle with the rough crowd
at the front of the saloon. Not only the stagecoach had arrived when they got there, but as
many as a dozen horsemen had come along with
it, ·b esides the advance guard of a small wagon
train. A boom had certainly shuck Good-by
Gulch, and it was probably due to the advertising the owners of the Big 5 mine had done in
Phoenix.
There was plenty of excitement, and two of
the most pleased in the crowd were Dandy Bill
and Professor Swell. They had visions of money
rolling in faster than they could count it, probably. The keeper of the store was pleased, too,
and as he talked wjth onr friends he showed his
satisfaction by making frequent · remarks as to
what a fine town the place would be in a very
few months. Jack Waters had come over from
the mine, and when our friends saw him take a
big poster that one of the passenge1·s of the
stagecoach gave him, and go and tack it on the
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side of the shanilv' saloon, they waited to get the
chance to read it.
It was the announcement of the shooting match
for the prize claim that was to take place on the
morrow, so that made it settled that there was to
be a chance for the Champion Deadshot of the
West to distinguish himself. Jaek Waters soon
came over to the front of the store, bringing some
of the men from Phoenix with him. An introduction took place, and then the sole topic of conversation was the shooting match.

CHAPTER VI.-Two More Villains Are Added to
the List.
It soon got noised through the camp that Young
Wild West, the Champion Deadshot, was there.
Many of the newcomers had heard of him· a few
had seen him, and others were even igno~ant of
his existence. But the latter soon became convinced that the boy must be a wonder in the
shooting line, and those Oif them who had come
there· for the purpose of participating in the
match felt that they would have no easy thing
of it.
The fact was that the greater part of the contestants were there more for the purpose of showing their skill than anything else. They did not
care for the elaim so much, as they figured that
it would be a holding that might prove worthless.
As they went back to the camp Wild and his
friends were eyed keenly, as might he supposed.
It happened that among those who had arrived
with the intention -of ente-ring the shoot there
were two men, who were acquaintances of Big
Chock, and who were of a decidedly villainous
type. They bore the names of Happy Harry and
Sawdust. As our friends walked leisurely away
from . the store, after first. making some purchases there, Big Chock and his pal were busy
talking to these two men and letting them know
the sort of a ·boy Young Wild West was.
"He don't look as though he could chuck a galoot as heavy as you are out of a place, Chock,"
remarked Happy Harry, shrugging his shoulders
as though he half doubted the possibility of such
a thing. "Why, he ain't nothin' more than a
boy."
"That's all right," was the reply. "But he's
about ther strongest an' quickest galoot I ever
met, man or boy. He done it, anyhow, as any
one here will tell yer."
"There ain't no mistake about it," spoke up
Jug Porter. "But ther boy ain't ther only one·
what kin chuck a man out of a saloon. Ther big
galoot called Cheyenne Charlie picked me up an'
threw me out, jest as though I wasn't nothin'
more'n a baby.".
"Well, that's a little different. You're about
eighty pounds lighter than Chock, an' it was a
"big- strong man what clone it. Why, that galoot
is six feet tall, an' I'll bet his muscles is like
iron."
·
"So is Young Wild West's," declared Big Chock.
"They must be."
· "Well, it was clone by sleight, more'n anything,
I reckon," spoke up Sawdust. "I know a little
1-nd.11:sized galoot <lo"\11-'Il in Tombstone, who works
m & grocert . He kin pile barrels of flour three
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high,_ ~n' put up ~her top tier jest as easy as
walkm along a sidewalk. I've seen bio- cowpunchers try ter do it, an' they couldn't t:r save
'em. Yet they are about twice as stro'ng as he
was. It's a way of doin' things that makes it
easy _t~r do. This here Young Wjld West, what's
walkin along there . with that red-headed gal,
must have knowed Jest how he was goin' ter
!'iandle you afore he got hold of yer, Chock. Then
1t. was easy. But that don't say so much. He
nught be smart, an' all that; but is he bullet
-proof?"
"No one seems ter know about that I reckon "
answered the •big ruffian. "Of a11 th~r talk I'~e
hea1·d about ther boy, I ain't heard that he's ever
been shot. But I reckon he's too quick ter be
shot, that's what's ther matter."
"Well"-and Happy Han-y grinned in a decidedly villainous way-"! reckon he'll have ter do
some tall shootin' if he wants ter win that prize
claim they've took so much trouble ter print ' big
bills about. I'm somewhat of a shot myself an'
if I don't hit any bull's-eye they put up,. I'll' jest
swaller m!Y rifle, tl&at's all."
"Maybe we kin get up a bet on it" said Jug
"I'd like ter win a hundred or so."
'
~·
'.'You jest b~t al_l you're worth that Young
Wild West wont wm ther prize," Happy Harry
re~rted. "I know he can't beat 111e, though J1e
m1ght
as good. There's others ter be reckoned WJth, too. I won't be surprised if there's·
over a dozen in on ther game. There's Greaser
Ike, which kin hold me d-0wn fur a tie every
time. I've always managed ter •b eat him out in
ther shoot-off, but there's no tellin' what he'll do
this time."
"No, that's right, Happy," Sawdust observed
"I'm fOin' ter go in for ther match. but I kno•.~
I don t stand much of a chance ·with you. If I
happen ter win, it will b~ nothin' but luck t1101igh.
One thing about it, it'll be a safe bet th;t Young
Wild West don't win."
"Well, whether h_e does or not, he's got ter go
under," declared B1g Chock, his brows lowering
and his teeth showing under his bristling mus•
tache. "His doom is sealed. It's all because he
chucked me out of this here joint, too. I couldn't
neyer rest if ther young galoot got off. Why,
he s lowered my reputation here, he has! Ther
men around here ain't half as much afraid of me
as they was afore that thing happened."
"Wie'll wait till after ther shootin' match
Chock," observed Jug Porter, smiling in a way
that told how confident he was of doing the murderous task. "Jest leave that part of it ter me.
If Young Wild West is ter go under, it must be
done on ther slv."
"An' if there's. any galoot livin' what kin do
it, it's you," nodded Sawdust. "That's a compliment, Jug; but it's dead right, jest ther same."
"Well, I know yer mean it, Sawdust," was -the
1·eply, and the snaky eyes of the villain showed a
great satisfacion.
They talked on in this way, and Happy Harry
and Sawdust readily agreed to do all in their
power to assist Chock and his :pal in getting their
revenge.
''Them's putty nice-1-ookin' gals, too," Sawdust
remarked. ''Too nice ter be runnin' around loose
I rerkon. · I like ther looks of 'em a good deal
better than I do of ther show wimmen. They're
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out there now. Don't they think they're stunnin'?"
They might have been called that, especially
by the rough men of the mining camp, for they
had on their best apparel and, though it was
somewhat seedy, they certainly made a show.
But it was easy for even such men to see the
difference between them and the girls belonging
to Young Wild West's party, as they were of a
different type altogether. The four villains kept
together the rest of the afternoon, and when
night came th~· were the first to bu~ tickets for
the sho,N. It was decided to make no move
against our hero until after the shooting match
for the prize claim which was to take place the
next morning at ten o'clock.

CHAPTER VIL-Hop Takes Part in the Show.
"VVell how about ther show to-night, Wild?"
said Cheyenne Charlie, after they had eaten their
supper and it began to grow dark.
"I don't exactly know, Charlie," was the reply. "I reckon the girls don't care much about
going, from what I have heard them say. How
about it, gil"ls ?"
"It is just as you say, Wild," Arietta answered.
"Why don't you a sk the boss of the Big 5 mine if
ne is going to take his wife to it? If he is, I
don't see why it wouldn't be all right for us to
go."
"A good idea, Et. I'll go and ask him right
away. His name is Jack Waters, so I heard this
afternoon. I reckon we can stand for six reserved seats, if any one in the Gulch can. But
don't any of you imagine that you are going to
have a treat, for it is hardly likely that the show
will 2mount to a great deal."
"Well, that don't make any difference, so long
a.s it is a clean show," the scout's wife spoke up.
• At first we thought it ·would be a little too rough
but since there are a few women here, if their
husbands take them, I suppose it will be all right
for us ."
"If it ain't a clean show yer kin ·b et your life
it won't finish!" the scout exclaimed. "One thingabout miners is that they have respect fur their
wimmen folks, generally speakin', an' this here
professor knows that, maybe. We'll go, if there's
any other shemales goin'."
The scout set out to find Jack Waters without
any further Joss of time. By inquiring, he soon
found the shanty where he resided, and when he
was informed that the mine boss was going, and
that his wife was to accompany him, he fost no
time in going to the hall and buying six seats in
the second row of .benches. Professor Swell sold
the tickets himself, and by the way he was beaming the scout well imagined that he was doing a
good business. Five- dollars was the price charged, but in such a place as Good-by Gulch this did
not seem exorbitant. Charlie was not long in
getting back to the camp.
"Everything's all right," he said. "I've got
ther tickets!"
"Is Jack Waters going to take his wife, Charlie?" Anna asked.
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"Yes," was the reply; "he's got ther tickets,
too."
This was satisfactory, and the girls started to
get ready. It was not much trouble to do this,
but girls have a way of doing a little extra fixing
when there is anything extra going on, it seems.
The show was supposed to commence at eight
o'clock, and it was about that time when om:
friends walked up and passed their tickets to the
man at the door, who was no other than the
clo>1>n, ,vith his costume and make-up complete.
The hall was large enough to hold a hundred
people comfortably, and as there was not more
than that number in town, there was plenty of
room. About everybod/y there turned out, it
seemed, and the result was that more than half
of them had to stami up, as there were not
enough benches and chairs.
But the hall, as it was called, had been built
for dancing purposes and not to hold a show in.
There was no stage there, so one had to be made
by the company. But it happened that there was
quite a supply of planking· in the -camp, and with
the aid of some empty whisky barrels the stage
was constructed. Had it not been that this took
up so much of the room, the hall would have
seated fifty more. But, as we have already said,
there was not as many as a hundred in the whole
Gulch, so it was all right.
Wild sighted Big Chock and his pal the momen he entered, and when he saw that they were
seated with two strangers it was easy for him
to guess that .they had found a couple of their
own kind. But the boy was not afraid that anything would happen to them while at the show.
The four men were seated in the front row, on
the right, while the seats Charlie had bought
called for the second row, slightly to the left.
There were half a dozen women there and
they bowed pleasantly to the giT!s though they
did not know them only from what they had heard
:from their husbands. But that was the Western
wajy of it. It was not necessary for an introduction to make a person speak to you. When Professor Swell was satisfied that he had about all
the audience he could possibly get, he ordered
the curtain up, and then he came out with a
violin. He was not only the owner and manager
of the show, but the orchestra as well. He took
his place in front of the stage -and struck up
playing. There was no doubt but that he had
taken lessons, and had mastered the instrument
pretty well, and the music rendeTed by him was
all that the audience could wish fo1· just then.
The overture was applauded roundly, and the
curtain, which had descended after the professor
came out, went up again. Out came a man blacked up, banjo in hand. He was just the .sort that
the miners liked, for he could sing in clarly styk
quite WPll, and bis jokes were good. Then one of
the ycun ::! women came out and rendered two or
three of the latest songs, and she received a regular ovat ion. The tumblers came then, and the
clown joined them. For twenty minutes they held
the auliienre. and then retired, while the little
hall shook from floor to roof.
A twenty-minute sketch came next, and this
was well received, too. It was just about this
time when Hop showed up from the rear of the
hall. The moment our friends saw him they
cou1d tell that he had been indulgi11g in more
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tanglefoot than was good for him. But when
they saw him take a seat right behind the four
men they had been keeping an eye on, it struck
them all that the clever Chinaman had something
up his sleeve. It was rather strange that Hop
should come up without being interfered with,
for it was not likely- that he had paid five dollars
for the seat.
But, anyhow, no one said anything· to him. The
professor was satisfied with what he had taken
in, and knowing the Chinaman to be a verw clever
fellow, wa-s probably why he did not exact the
additional amount from him. Big Chock looked
rather uneasy when he saw Hop so close to him.
No doubt he was thhinking of the snake trick.
The next act went on, and Hop applauded a s
much as any one. Then, before the professor
could announce what was coming next, he stood
upon the bench and called out:
"Me likee makee lillee magic tlick, so be."
A yell went up from those who knew his ability
in that line, and then Professor Sewell, who was
wondering how he was going to prolong the programme, smiled and answered:
"Very glad to have you, Hop Wah. Step right
up."
"Ther heathen galoot!" exclaimed Cheyenne
Charlie, in a low voice. "So that's what he come
up front fur, is it? I had an idea he was goin'
ter play some kind of a trick on them sneakin'
coyotes over there."
"I reckon we'll let him go ahead, Charlie," said
our hel'o. "He certainly can amuse the audience
all right."
Hop was not long in climbing upon the stage.
Then he pulled out a rather small bundle from
under his loose-fitting coat, and, opening it, shook
out a long purple robe. It was of silk gauze,
however, and no one had the least idea where he
had got it from. It was even new to our friends.
"Me gottee uncle in China whattee velly much
smartee, so be," Hop observed, as he proceeded
to put on the robe. "Me allee samee likee my
uncle, so be."
He tied a cord about his waist when he had
the gaudy garment on, and then his hand went
beneath it and he pulled out something and clasped it to the back of his head. Then he turned
around, and it looked exactly as though he were
still facing the audience, for it was a mask he
had applied to the back of his head, and it looked
about as much like the face of a heathen Chinee as could be for a mask. Then he proceeded
to do a little dance, and the professor caught the
time and played the violin.
All this was very amusing to the miners, as
might be supposed. But our friends rather enjoyed it., too, for they knew what the clever Chinaman could do, if he tried very hard. It i~hardly necessai-y to say that Hop had come there prepar ed to snow them something good. He had
caught a live· rat before entering the saloon,
whkh he, of course, visited before coming to the
show, and that was in a cigar box he had under
his coat. That coat of his was such a wonderful
one that there was no telling what might be
brought from under it. Hop had noticed that
the m,mey for the tickets had been placed in a
cigar c--0-x exactly like the one he bad. The
chances were that the money had bP.en taken from
it by this time, and that it was behind the stage.
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Anyhow, he was going to call ,for a cigar box,
to aid him in playing a magic trick. After procuring a parasol from his mouth, and then swaliowing it again, after walking around for a minute or two with it raised over his head, he looked
at the professor and said:
"Me likee havee um cigar box; me wantee show
sometling allee samee wonderful, so be."
"A cigar box!" called out the professor, rising
an.d looking . toward the back of the stage. The
clown quickly appeared with one, bowing and
.c;mirki:ng tl:> the purple-robed Chinaman.
"You velly nicee man, so be," said Hop, smiling
at him in a patronizing way. "You stay here
and allee samee helpee me."
Nothing suited the clown better, for he knew
that the Celestial was an expert sleight-of-hand
performer, and he wanted to learn something
about it. Hop took the cigar box, and fac:ng the
audience, with his real face, called out shrilly:
"Evelybody watchee!"
Then he showed them that the box was empty.
The next thing he did was to produce his big
silk handkerchief and drop to a sitting posture
on the ,s tage. The clown added to the act by
imitating his motions in a burlesque waiy, and
the result was that there was plenty of laughte::-.
Hop again held up the box, which- was one that
holds fifty cigars, and when he had satisfied every
one that there was still nothing in it, he closed
the lid, and then careles~ly put the handkerchief
over it. But he topk considerable pains about
arranging the handkerchief, howeve1·, and this
is where be was getting in his fine work. What
be was doing was nothin.R" more or less than
changing the box for the one he had with the
live rat in it. Finally he went through a few
mysterious motions, and then turning to the
'
clown, said :
"You allee samee takee uppee um handkelchief."
. The funny fellow did as he was directed, acting
1n a very humorous way as be did so. It was
aP}'larently the same cigar box that lay on the
stage. No one dreamed anything to the contrary. Hop arose to his feet, and, pointing to
the box, called out:
"Who wantee? Me allee samee puttee nicee
lillee plese11t in um box."
"Git out!" a skeptic bawled from the rear of
the hall. "There ain't nothin' in it."
"Me al!ee samee bettee fivee clollee Jere is
sometling in um box! Me makee go in by magic,
so be!"
The villain called Sawdust happened to be a
"sport," and, never having seen much in the iline
of sleight-of-hand, he arose and answered:
"I'll take that bet, heathen."
Hop quickly slipped 'five dollars to the clown,
who stepped to the edge of the stage-there was
nothing in the way of footlights there-and took
a like amount from the man. Then Hop tossed
the box to Sawdust. The villain found th.at the
led was nailed down, and he pulled a knife from
his belt and quickly opened jt. Then it was
that a rat jumped out, and with a series of
squeals, started through the audience. Benches
weTe overturned in the efforts of the startled ones
to get out of the way, and for the next five minutes there was an uproar.
Hop pocketed the money, however, and then,
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removing his gown and mask, came down and
took his place in the audience. Everybo~y declared that they had got their money's worth,
but the little performance Hop had given so
une:iqiectedly was voted to be the best of all.
Professor Swell offered to hire him at the close
of the show, but Hop declared that he would not
leave Young Wild West for anything, a{ld that
settled that.
CHAPI'ER VIII.-Awake ning a Chinaman.
Though a watch was kept during the night,
jus,t the same as if they had been camped in
,some wild spot, where they were in danger of
'being attacked by Indians, our friends were not
disturbed, and shortly after the sun came up
they were stirring. Hop had indulged in a spree
after the -show, and he was the only one who slept
on. Wing prepared the breakfast, but his brother did not show up to look after the horses, as
was his usual custom. Wild and his partners did
this themselves, and then they were just in time
to sit down to breakfast. It was hot until after
the meal was over with tha,t Charlie made up
his mind to rouse Hop.
"If I could only git hold of one of them homemade firecracke rn he generally has with him, I'd
soon rout him," he said, with a chuckle.
"Me gittee, so be," spoke UlJ the cook, a smile
coming over his yellow countenance.
"All i-igh't; go ahead."
It was seldom that Wing took a notion to play
a joke; but his brother often made him a victim
of some kind of a trick, and it happened that
when Hop came in late in the night he had rolled
Wing from his blanket and taken his place. Being so sound asleep, the Chinaman had not known
it until morning. Now he felt like having revenge on his brother. He went to the tent, and
finding that Hop was surely sound a sleep yet, he
crept in and went through that wonderful coat
of his. It was not long before he found what
the scout wanted, and then out he came.
Hop claimed to have worked in a factory where
fireworks were made before he left China, and
whether he had or not, he certainly knew how to
make crackers that would make a noise, as well
·a s other kinds of fireworks. The one Wing
!handed Charlie would har~ have been recognized as a firecracker, since it was not round in
shape, but oblong, like a small box. The fuse
was there, just the same, and when Cheyenne
Charlie took it, the grin on his bronzed face
broadened perceptibly.
"I reckon we'll give him a little taste of his
own medicine," he observed. "It won't hurt
nothin' in ther tent, I guess."
"Me havee pailee watee leady, if um catchee
fire, so be." said Wing cheerfully.
"Good enough! If yer have ter th.row it in,
jest let ther most of it go on Hop. It'll be an
aocident, yer know. I won't let him hurl you fur
doin' it."
"My 'h lother no hurtee me," declared the cook,
.scornfully. "Me allee sarnee fightee muchee."
"Yes, yer kin fight jest about fast enough ter
lick a wildcat with two sets of claws," answered
the scout sarcastically.
Wing bowed, showing that he took it as a com-
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pliment. Charlie now went over to the tent.
'!".hose who had ah-eady left it had put a way
their blankets, and there was a good chance,
unless the tent got afire, no damage could be
done, beyond what happened to the sleeping Chinaman.
Charlie had lighted his pipe, so he was ready
to set off the cracker without waiting .a second.
He placed it near Hop's feet and then applied the
coal in the pipe to it. Then he slipped away.
Bang! T,h e cracker exploded with a noise like
the report of a small cannon. Almost immedi~
ately Hop came darting out of the smoke.
"Hip hi!" he yelled. "Whattee rnattee ?"
The scout was laughing heal'tily, and the res£
were surely smiling when he looked at them, and
that made him understand it all.
"I reckon 'You'll be careful not ter lay so late
ther next time, you heathen galoot," said Charlie.
"Yer ought ter be ashamed of yerself. Here
we've had breakfast, an' gone an' done yer work
fur yer."
"Lat allee light, Misler C11arlie," was ,t he reply.
"Me gittee square, so be; you waitee!"
"If yer make any threats ter me I'll do somethin' worse ter yer than shootin' off one of yer
own firecrackers!" cried the scout, acting as
though he was very much in earnest.
Two miners came running over to the camp to
find out what the trouble was, while several more
came around to the rear of the saloon and were
.
looking that way.
J'Only jest been wakin' our clever heathen,
that's all," Charlie told them. "He overslept himself this mornin', an' we thought we'd better
·wake him up kinder sudden-like. He woke, all
right."
Wing had rushed to the tent to see that nothing caught fire, and he now came back, grinning
like a monkey.
"Wbatee my blather laughee at?" demanded
Hop, w.ho felt that he ought to have satisfaction
somehow.
"Me laughee when my brother allee samee gittee blowee uppee. He allee samee likee blowee
evelybody uppee, and when he gittee hlowee up
himself, me laug-hee, so be."
Hop made a dive for him, but the scout pulled
a gun and cried out sharply:
"Let him alone, or off goes a couple of inches
of your pigtail, Hop!"
That stopped the slaughter; or whatever might
have been going to happen. The miners grinned
and went awaw, no doubt thinking- that there was
more fun to be had with a Chinaman than they
had imagined. Hop went back to the tent and put
on his regular apparel, and soon he was eating
his breakfast. But he did not have very much
· appetite, and he soon got throu11:h. To punish
him for going on a spree the night before, Wi,ld
set him at work polishing the metal that was on
the trappings of their horses' harness. He kept
him at it for two hours steady, and then Hop
begged so hard to be let off that he told him to
go. Straight to the Red Eye saloon went the
Celestial. He had made so many friends the
night before that he got invitlftions to have a
,
drink from all sides.
But very few had gone to work that mol'ning,
since the shooting match was to come off at ten,
and they all wanted to be present. But Hop was
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not going to get too much tanglefoot aboard that in the match, had better come out, as the disday. He went at it very mildly, and refused the tance and other arrangements were to be made.t
many invitations he received. As might be expected, there were four men there who disliked
the clever Chinaman very much. They were the
CHAPTER IX.-The Shooting Match Begins.
four who had planned to kill Young Wild West
after the shooting match was over.
Youpg Wild West and his partners were on
They were at the saloon, of course, and when
they saw the miners making such a lot of the hand half an hour before the shooting match was
"common heavhen," as they called him, they de- adverti:csecl to start. As yet, none of them had
cided that Hop had to be a victim, too. But that entered, but that made no difference, as the
would be easy, after Young Wild West and his entries could be made up to the time the first
partner got their medicine. Sawdust felt sore man was ready to shoot. Our hero wanted to
at losing the five dollars he had wagered the know what the target and distance were to b€,
night before, and he made up his mind to get it and whether or not it was to be with rifle or
back, if there was a way to do it. He waited revolver. The big posters that had been put up
Thev
until Hop came ·o ver near them, and then he nod- did not give anything definite on this.
simply stated that it was to be a shooting match
ded and observed:
for the prize claim. Of couxse, the girls wanted
"Have \_ver spent all that five yet, heathen?"
"Me spendee velly quickee last night, so be," to see it all, so it was left to Wing to guard the
camp.
was the reply.
"I reckon we are not in a camp where crooks
"Well, I'll give yer a chance ter make another
one, then. I'll chuck dice with yel" fui- a dollar are so plentiful that they will run away with
an)ything," Wild said. "This seems to be a pretty
a chuck."
good sort of a camp, anyhow. About the worst
"Allee light."
This was just Hop's hobby. Gambling of any ones in it are Big Chock and bis pal, though I
sort he lfked, but more especially poker playing don't know anything. about the men who came
and dice. It happened that he did not get in a over from Phoenix."
"We'll take our chances on them, all right,"
game after the show, for the -miners had treated
him so well that he had no time for it. They got the scout answered.
Wing was willing to remain there alone. But
room at the little bar and Dandy Bill 11,'ave them
the dice. Hop looked at the three little cubes they all knew that as far as keeping a watch
and gave a nod of satisfaction. This was not was concerned he would not amount to a great
becau,se be thought they were all right, but that cl.ea!. He would drop off to sleep as ~oon as he
he knew he had trick dice in his poc1-et that were found himself alone. So the g-irls got ready
a·b out the same size. His trick dice contained shortly after Wild and his partners left, and
nothing but sixes and fives In using them, one when they got to the place where the shooting
match was_ to take place they found quite a discould not throw less than fifteen.
govThe game started, and every time the China- cussion gomg on as to the rules that should l\,'.\TiJd
man's turn to throw came, he managed to chanie ern the contest. When Arietta saw that
the dice. Thi~ was easy for him to do, since bis was takillg part in this, she shook her head and
sleight-of-hand work was quite enough for that. smiled.
"He doesn't care what the rules are" she said.
The result was that he won five times in succesAnd if I
sion. No one even thought of there being any- "Oh! if I could only shoot like he can! never
was
thing crooked about it, and those watching had could only keep as cool! Surely there
thought the Chinaman very lucky. But Sawdust a boy like Wild."
"Of course not," Eloise declared; "nor a man
was game, and he had quite a pile of money.
'
"Since you're sicb a lucky galoot, I'll tell yer either."
"We alf ought to know that," the scout's wife
what I'll do," he said. "I'll chuck 1yer fur ten
hastened to add. "There is Charlie who is easily
dollars this time."
"Me ¼TI years older than Wild, and ;_,ho has been
"Allee light," was the bland retort.
chuckee for um thousand dollee, if ' you wantee." roughing it in the wildest parts of the West since
what
They all thought Hop was bluffing when be said he was a little boy. He can't begin to do hasty
this, but not so. He had more than a thousand Wi)d can. But it is all on account of his
dollars on him at that minute, and he always did temper. He can't . keep cool. Why if it wasn't
have, too. His wages did not amount to very for Wild, I believe he would surely get shot some
much; it was his gambling that kept him sup- time."
Arietta was very proud to hear Anna and
plied with money, for he alway:s won when he
played. He won the ten dollars, and then Saw- Eloise talk this way. She certainly felt that she
dust doubled it. Hop won again, and then Saw- had the greatest bczy for a lover that any girl
ever had. The wrangling continued until after
dust quit.
"I reckon you're too lucky with ther dice," he the hour appointed for the match to open. · Then,
declared. "But I tell yer what I'll do. I'll bet when it was finally settled, Wild came over to
·
yer a hundred that Young Wild West don't win where the girls were standing and said:
"Well, they have decided that the shooting is to
tber shootin' match."
"Me havee takee lat bet, so be," answered Hop, be done with rifles-any make at all-and that
with a smile that was "childlike and bland" hov- the distance is to be two hundred yards. The target is to be set on the prize claim, with the c;liff
cri)lg about his lips.
The money was put in the hands of Dandy behind it to stop the bullets. It is to be but a
Bill, and then Jack Waters came in and announc- foot in diameter, painted white, with a black
ed that tho ee there. who were going to take uart l'Ound suot in the center b-ut an inch in diameter.
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with a pin in the center of t~is. '.l-'he one ~ho
hits the pin with a bullet will wm the claim,
unless another does the same thing with a second
pin and a second bull's-eye, which would have lo
be fixed, in case the dead shot ,was made. I
reckon it's pretty easy, though. But one shot
to each contestant. You don't get much for the
:five dollars you pay."
.
.
"That's right, Wild," Anetta 1:etorted, _with a
smile. "There is only one who will get hlS money's worth; that's sure."
. ·
"And that will be Wild," the scout's '"1fe spoke
up.
.
"How many are in the match?" asked Anetta.
"Seventeen is all they can get to go in it," our
hero answered. "Charlie and Jim went in just
to help the thing along. By listening to what is
being said, I find that there are 01?-1y two men
among the outsiders who are considered. dead.shots. One is named Happy Harry, who 1s one
of the friends of Big Chock and his pal, and the
other is called Greaser Ike. 'I'hey both hail from
Phoenix, and they came here for the :purpos~ ot
winning the money, rather than the pnze clann.
"Yes," said Cheiyenne Charlie, as he came <!P
just then, "an' I've jest bet a hundred that you II
win, Wild. There's half a dozen galoots over
there who woii't pick no man ter bet on; but they
are all bettin' that you won't win."
"That probably meims that there is a job p_ut
up to stop me, Charlie. I reckon you and Jim
will have to be on the watch."
"Oh we'll be right there, with our eyes wide
open. 'You kin bet all you're worth on that! You
don't shoot till after we do, so we won't have
nothin' ter do but ter watch them galoots. I'll
guarantee that there ain't none of 'em as will
be soon enough ter drop yer, Wild. That weazenfaced sneak will be ther most dangerous one, an'
it's him I'm goin' ter keep an eye on."
"Good enough Charlie. I know I can depend
on you and Ji~, so I shan't bot_her 11:Y h~ad
about it. I am going to wm the pnze claim, Just
to show these deadshots, who have come over
from Phoenix, that I can hold the title that has
been given me."
"Whoopee! vVow! Wow!" yelled the scout,
swinging his rat. "T!1~t',s ther -.,_vay ter talk!
There ain't no galoot llvm what km hold a candle ter Young Wild West!" .
This attracted the attent10n of the crowd, of
course and then some of the miners, who were
loyal to our hem and believed that he would. win,
joined in giving a cheer. The target was qmckly
made by one of the owners of the Big 5 mine.
There was not so much to do about it, since they
had the white and black paint at hand. Wooden
pails were used, and three or f~ur of them were
made ·which showed that a tie was expected.
Th~ bottoms of the pails just made the target
about the right size, and all hands were satisfied.
"Boys" said Wild to Charlie and Jim, "I want
you both to try and make a bull's-else. Do the
very best you can. If there is a tie, and _I happen to be in it, I want you to try and wm out,
that's all. I don't want any one else to beat me.
But I would be perfectly satisfied to have either
of you do it."
"If we tied yer we couldn't hold out on ther
,;hoot-off,'' the scout answered. "You know that,
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Wild. We might keep on tiein' yer fur a few
times; but you'd win out in ther end. You kin
stay cool, an' that would make yer win out, anyho\,·."
"\Nell, never mind about that. This ain't no
fancy shooting match, anyhow. It's just a plain,
everyday match. A bull's-eye is a bull's-~ye,
whether there's a pin head in the center of it or
not. Hit the bull's-eye anywhere near the center
and the pin is gone. There is nothing much in
that. But I didn't have a word to say about the
arrangements. I let the rest make them. I was
satisfied to anything, and so were you, boys."
"Of course we were" Jim hastened to reply.
"What suited you suited us."
The Pl"i7-e claim was only about three minutes'
walk from where they were standing and as the
crowd was all going that way now they started
after them. About every one in the mining camp
had turned out, and when the target was finally
put up near the face of the almost perpendicular
cliff they lined up on either side close· to the cliff
but at a safe distance from the target. The
girls went where the women were, of course,
and they found the two artists of the show there;
The latter were painted and powdered to perfection, and some of the wives of the miners
looked at them in a wav that was almost awesome. Such things as "paint and powder the/yi
did not have-nor did they want to have them.
But to the great match that was to decide who
foe winner of the prize claim was to be. The
first man to shoot over the two-hundred-yard
range stepped up when everything was declared
in readiness by the starter. , He was a miner
working under Jack Waters, and it was said that
he was a very good rifle shot. He fired ancl just
gr~zed the edge o:f the hull's-eye. When the result was announced, and the man had had the
chance to go and see for himself, the second man
stepped up. He nroved to be a poor shot. indeed.
for he ha,·elv hit the targ~t at all. The third
did a little better, but it was nothing to brag
about. Then Happy Harry was caller!.
_
The viliain stepped up in a confident ·way. He
had a Springfield breech-loader, which was considered a very good rifle, 'both for distance and
accuracy. He fired, and when the result was announced it was found that he had made a bull'seye and caused the pinhead to disappear. A
cheer went up from several, for he was known to
be a good shot by those acquainted with him, and
it seemed that he had made about the best that
could be made.
The target was brnught to him, so he might
hold it and unless there was a tie, all he would
have t~ do would be to present it and have the
claim turned over to him. Cheyenne Charlie was
called when another target was placed in position and bound to do his level best, he took a
care'ful aim and pulled the trigger.
Crang! His Winchester spoke sharp and clear,
and then after a short wait the result was announced.
"A bull's-eye!" came the shout. "Happy Harry
is tied!"
"I reckon that ain't so bad," remarked the
scout as he walked over to where the girls were
standing-, at the same time keeping an eye on
the fou1· villa:ns, who kept pretty close together.

..
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"You did just what Wild told iyou to," his wife
answered. "I am glad of that, Charlie."
"So am I glad. But I couldn't win it, not if I
wanted ter. But I don't want ter, that's ther
best part of it."
He meant just what he said, too, for Charlie
felt that it was right that Wild should win all
the contests he went into. He was the Champi<ln
Deadshot of'. the West, and why should it be any
other way? 'l'hree others followed, but no one
came within an inch of tying the score. Then .
Jim Dart was called. Dart had already made up
his mind that he must tie Charlie and Happy
Harry, though, like the scout, he had no idea of
winning the shoot-off.
He stuck to his determination and made the
bull's-eye. That was the third target. But one
more had been made, so the man who had done
the painting sent for more pails. It was easy
for him to convert the bottoms into targets, for
he was very handy with the brush.
"Maybe we will need half a dozen or more,"
he said.
\'Well, I reckon yer might need one more, anyhow, fur here comes Greaser Ike, ther Champion
Shot of Phoenix, Arizonyl" called out an admirer
of the man.
It was Iris turn, sure enough, and in a very
slouchy way he approached, holding his rifle in
the hollow of lris arm and expectorating tobacco
juice in a way that was meant to· show how unconcerned he felt about it. He got in position and
after a quick aim, pressed the trigger. Cra.ng!
"Another bull's-eye!" came the shout, when the
judges had made the examinaition.
Greaser Ike went and got his target, a ve:ey
pleased man. Two others shot, but making
good scores, but failing to reach the high mark,
and then the name of Young Wild West was
called. The friends of each of the contestants
had made more or less noi-se when they stepped
up, bUJt the shout that went up when the dashing
young deadshot toed the mark far exceeded anything previous to it. Cheyenne Charlie quickly
satisfied himself that the villains did not mean to
interfere with the boy just then, for they were
not close enough. Even Jug Porter seemed interested in the contest also. The new target was
placed in :position, and then our hero raised his
Winchester and fired.
He shot quicker than any of the rest had, but
when he pressed the trigger he knew be was going to make the bull's-eye just as much as the
judges knew he had when they noted the result.
"A bull's-eye, plumb through ther center of it!"
came the announcement.
"Five tied fur first place," said Jack Waters,
.shaking Iris head.
"And only four more to shoot," added the man
who managed the shooting match.
The four soon had their chances at it, and
though they came very close, they did not reach.
That left it a tie between five of them. It now
looked as though there was going to be an exciting_ time in shooting it off, for there was no
quest10n hut that they were all sure shots. But
the most cool one of the five was Young Wild
West, and that meant a whole lot.
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CHAPTER X.-Young Wild West's Prize Claim.
The man ,~ho h_ad painted the targets was now
very l;msy w1th his bl'llsh, touching them up and
pluggmg the holes that hacl gone throuo-h the
bull's-e)es. Each of the five was to have his own
target to shoot at, and he had the chance to see
it ,~xed over by ~he one in charge.
I reckon a piece of cork would be about the
right thing to plug the bull's-eye with," Wild remarked, as he saw the fellow whittling out plugs
of w?od. "A pin :vould go in easy, then, though
I can~ see a~ the pm amoun~s to anything. When
a bulls-eye 1s made, there 1s no more pin."
They all agreed to this, but his advice was
taken, and, corks were br<?ught in play to stop
the le~s m the water pails. The five were to
shoot m the same turn as they had tied, so Happy
Harry <;ame first. He fired and made the bull'seye agam. A cb~r went up from bis friends, and
those who liked hrn style of shooting.
" ,"I reck~n there's a chance yet," said Sawdust.
Ive got 1est fifty dol)ars. left, an' I'll bet it that
Young Wild West don t wm ther prize."
"Me takee lat bet, so be."
Hop was rigp.t on hand, and he soon had the
money in Dandy Bill's hands. Nearly every wag:er that had been ~ade was that way. The bettmg was all on Wild. Thel'e were more who
wer~ rea~y to take this end of it than there were
agamst him, and some of them were just takinohirn as tJ1;e;y' saw him shoot. It was Young Wild
.West agamst the field, and that was all there was
to it. Cheyenne Charlie's turn came now and
he also got a bull's-eye. J~m Dart came 'next,
and no one was really surpr1sed when it was annomlCed that he had held his own with them.
He got .a good share of the applause too and
he smiled and stepped aside for the ne'xt o; the
list. Greaser Ike was the man. When the target was ready 11e took aim and scored a bull'sere very easily, it seemed. The men from Phoemx _let out _a howl of delight, for now they knew
thell' favonte stood as much show as any of the
rest, and they wanted to see him win just for
'
the honor of it.
"Young Wild West next and last!" calle-d out
the manager.
As the dashing young deadshot stepped up
somebody proposed three cheers for him, and the
way the .c.r?wd yelled put everything that had
~receded ~t m the shade. Wild coolly waited until t~e noise stopped, and then he lifted his rifle
to his shoulder. Crang!
Th~ re~ort so~ded so quick this time that
those _lookmg at hn:n, could hardly belie-ve that ha
had 1:Ime to take aim. But it was a dead bull'seye, Just the same. The yelling was intense this
time. Some of the miners seemed to be trying to
make themselves hoarse.
"A tie ag'in," said Jack Waters. "That does
beat all."
"Well(' ~marked our hero, with a smile, "I
Te~kon 1t mig~t _keep on being a tie, if we shoot
this way. This 1s not wonderful shooting. There
are thousands of men in this country who could
do the s_am~ .a_s we have done. The best way to
settle this tie 1s to try something more difficult "
"That's jest what I think" spoke uu Greas~r
Ike. "I'm ther same 'pinion ~s Young Wild West.
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A bull's-eye is a bull's-eye, no matter how little should want him to win. But no one thought that
it is; an' lots kin make 'em about every time they they could shoot as well as their dashing young
shoot. I'll bet a hundred I kin do it eight times leader, anyhow, so that left Wild still the choice
against- the field.
out of ten."
Dandy Bill, who was holding several· hundred
No one offered to take him up.
"See hel'e, boys," spoke up one of the owners dollars in stake money, had not made a wager
of the Big 5 mine, "I am an..xious to see who is himself :yet; but he now stepped out in an open
going to get the claim. I wish the five of you spot, and, holding up his hand, said, loud enough
would settle it as to the way the shoot-off is to for every one to hear:
"I'll bet a thousand dollars that Young Wild
•
finish."
"I'm satisfied ter let Young Wild West settle West wins ther prize claim."
There was a deep silence. No one made a reit," said Greaser Ike. "He's called ther Champeen
Deadshot of ther West, an' he must know as much ply.
"What's ther matter with yer, boys?" and the
about sich things as that as any one. I'm only
ther Phoenix champion, an' so I don't come in as saloonkeeper laughed. "Ain't gittin' scared, are
yer? Well, I'll make another proposition. then.
far as be does."
"I am called the champion, as you say," Wild I'll bet five hundred that Cheyenne Oharlie beats
spoke up, nodding to the man and smiling, for he Greaser !ke; an' I'll bet another five hundred that
knew he had his doubts about the title being held Jim Dart beats Happy Harry! How does that
after the shooting was over, "but that don't say strike yer?"
The two contestants he had named against
that I am the champion deadshot. In order to be
a real champion, a fellow must defeat all comers. Wild's partners promptly stepped up. Each was
As it stands now in this match, there are four ready to back himself on that proposition, and
who have tied with me. But I am willing to the .b ets wef'e quickly made, Jack Waters holding
anything. I will take a mile range and shoot at the stakes.
"If anybody else wants some of ther same kind
the smallest target that can be seen at that disof money, don't be afraid ter speak out."
•
tance, if you say so."
"I reckon you're too lucky, Bill," said one,
"Yon go ahead an' settle as ter ther way ifs
shaking his head. ¥1 wouldn't bet ag'in yer."
ter be done ." suggested Jim Dart.
No one else wanted any of it, so Wild proceed"Yes, Wild; go ahead," Charlie added.
"I'll be satisfied ter anything 'J er say," de- ed to have the watch hung up the way he wanted
it. It was soon hanging at the end of twelve
clared Greaser Ike.
"So will I," said Hapl)y Harry, for he saw that feet of string. One of the judges agreed to sta1t
he was the only one left, and it would make little it swinging as the word was given lJ!y- Waters,
difference whether he \Yas in favor of the sug- and then Hop I)Odded and smiled in his childish
way.
gestion or not.
"Well, since it is un::tnimous, suppose we shoot
"Me allee sarnee losee um nieee gold watch, so
at a swinging target?"
be," he said.
Greaser Ike nodded, and then looked at Ha-ppy
But there was no one there who believed the
Harry, who did not seem to be half as pleased as watch was g·old. There was a laugh, instead of
he was. Charlie and Jim were satisfied, so Wild anything like sympathy shown. Happy Han·y
called Hop and said:
took the first shot, the same as before, because
"I want one of the old watches you have got. he had been the first to make a bull's-eye. He
Pull it out, because it will soon be noon, and we made a miss of it, and with an exdama.tion of
don't want to hang around here in the hot sun disgust, he threw down his rifle. The!! Cheyenne
Charlie came up, and when he hit tre watch a
anv lon!!er than that time."
The Chinaman nodded and quickly handed over shout went up that could have easily been hea1·,J
over a mile. Dandy Bill played with the en,l_~
a shiny brass watch.
"We'll make it two hundred feet instead of of the mustache he took so much pride in anrl
two hundred yards," said the dashing young dead- smiled serenely. Jim Dart came next, and when
shot. "We'll° hang the watch from the ..cliff with he hit the watch the shouting- was repeated.
"There's one five hundred I ·win," said Dandy
a string and start it swinging as each man is
ready to ,;hoot. In case there is a tie, the string Bill, and he went to Jack Waters and got the
will l1ave to be cut hy a bullet to make the winner. money he had won on Jim.
Greaser Ike came up now, but it could be see"l
How does that st:rike you?"
Happy Harry's jaw dropped. ~hat was a little by his friends that he lacked the confidence he
too much for him. and he knew 1t. But Greaser had shovm previously. He was a little long-er
Ike was one of the kind who was ready to try' than the 1·est had been in firing. but when he did
to do anvthing that an,:v· one else could. and he fire he missed the watch. Unlike Happy Harry,
declared he was satisfied. Charlie and Jim were he smiled good-naturedly.
"We ain't ter be put in ther same class with
satisfied, of course. But they knew they would
not be in it, if it came to severing- the string with Young Wild West and his pards," he said. "It's
a bullet. while it was moving. That Wild could all right, boys. I done m y best, an' I've lost."
The man g·ot a cheer for this. He was not a
do it, however. they wel'e confident.
Thoge who had bet against the dashing young hard loser. and the cro1vd appreciater!. what he
deadshot now began to feel as though their money said, and the way he acted. The watch was exwas anything but sure. But they hoped that amined by those interested. One bullet had hit
either Greaser Ike or Happy Hany would beat the case near the edge, but had not knocked it
him out. They were certain that his two part- out of shape any, and tl-\e other had passed
ners would not. They knew that much money was through nea,· the cente.. It wa& Jim 'rho had
on the result, and it was only natural that they made that shot, and he felt rather proud when
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Eloise congratulated him for it. When it came
our hero's turn to try, he received an ovation
that lasted three or four minutes. But he waited
calmly, never once losing a bit of his remarkahk
coolness. Finally he stepped up; the judge gave
the watch the same kind of a swing as he had
done for the rest, and the boy's Winchester flew
to his shoulder. Ci-ang! As the report l'aJ.lg
out the watch was seen to jump back and hit
the face of the cliff.
"Hold on!" cried Wild, h-0lding up his hand before the result could be announced. "I hit the
watch about an inch •b elow the ring. Just see if
that is not right."
"Correct!" came the shout a moment later from
the two judges.
Then there was a rush to see the watch
"I reckon th.at really settles it," one of the
judges said. "Young Wild West was the only
one who called out hi-s shot."
"No," and Wild shook ·h is head. "My partners
hit the watch, and I want them to shoot it fJfl'
with ,me. We will now try to cut the string close
•
to the ring of the watch."
When everything was ready Charlie stepped
up and tried. He failed, though he was sure he
had not missed it by more than a quarter of an
inch. But he might as well have missed it by a
dozen feet, for all the good it did him. Jim tried,
and he, too, missed.
"I knew I couldn't do it," he declared. "But I
am sure Wild can."
"If he cuts that little string with a bullet he';s
ther Champeen Deadshot, all right!" called out
Greaser Ike.
Wild was just as confident of doing it as he
was that he could pull the trigger. His Winchester was true, and he had fired it so many times
that he understood it perfectly. He called out
that he was ready and the watch was started
swinging, the same as before. Up went the
rifle, and the boy's cheek no sooner rested upon
the stock thanCrang! As the report rang out the watch
dropped to the ground. That settled it. Young .
Wild West had won the shooting match and the
prize claim was his! The official announcement
was given, and then for the next ten m~nutes our
hero was busy receiving congratulations. While
this was going on Charlie and Jim were watching
the four villains keenly. But none of them showed a disposition to do anything against the victor.
"Now, then," said Wild, "I reckon we'll try
and dig out some of the gold of Good-by Gulcrh."

CHAPTER XI.-The Gold of Good-by Gulch.
The prize claim was only about a quarter · of
a mile from the M'art of the little settlement, and
the creek ran through the eastern edge of it.
Nearly a mile to the west the proprty -0wned by
the Big 5 mine syndicate extended, and the site
for the proposed smelter was almost adjoining it.
When the crowd had dispersed Wild called Hop
and said:
"I reckon we may as well move up here. We'll
stay here a day or two, anyhow. . If there is anything here we ought to find it in that time. Just
wake up that sleepy brother of yours and break
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camp. Load the pack horses and move up here.
I want the tents put up right where the targets
were located. Do you understand, Hop?"
"Me allee samee undelstand, Misler Wild,"
was the quick reply. "Me hully uppee, so be."
Awa!y he went, no doubt feeling that he ought
to be lively and cheerful to make up for his actions of the night ,before. There were half a
dozeri trees growing on the claim, and as they
h{\ppened to be near the cliff, it was an admirable place for a camp. The grmmd was of a
very uneven formation just there, and the big
rocks and banks of earth were numerous. The
nearest shanty to the claiin was probably three
hundred yards distant, but that made no difference to our friends, ev,m though it might suit
their enemies. Wild had quite a talk with those
who were booming the camp, and he found them
to be men, who, though looking for the chance to
make fortunes, were honest and anxious to give
those a chance who came there to work.
In half an 'hour the camp had been shifted, and
then there was little to do but to settle down
and take things easy. But after they had eaten
a rather late dinner it occurred to our hero that
it w-0uld not be a bad idea to do a little prospecting about the cl~im. Arietta was eager to take
part in this, for she firmly believed that if there
was any gold there worth the while she was going to be the one to discover it.
"I reckon we'll have ter strike somethin' in
ther way of meat afore to-morrer," Charlie observed, as he picked his teeth with a match, after
filling in with a .good sq_uare meal "Ther venison
is about gone, an' we ain't had no bear meat in
three or four days. Quail an' pa_rtridges is all
right; but too much of it ain't no good. I'm a
little tired of that sort of feed."
"Well, there ought to be plenty to snoot up
here," and our hero pointed to the mountainside
above them. "I reckon you and Jim can go out
and try your luck before night, if everything
seems to be all right. I am going to let Hop
watch our enemies."
"And the rest of us will look for the gold,"
spoke up Ai-ietta.
"I reckon you'll have ter look putty hard," answered the scouti with a laug<h. "If ther owners
of ther land here thought there was much that
was worth while, they wouldn't have put up ther
cl aim fur tlrer prize in a shootin' match. I feel
might!y sartin of that."
"Maybe they don't know much about it, Charlie," said Wild. "Jack Waters says there's plenty
of the yellow stuff in ,the ground around here.
The most of it is found in streaks a foot or so
below the surface, while placers that pay well
are plentiful. Anyhow, everybody seems to be
doing well here, and that speaks pretty well for
the place."
Arietta was so eager to go ahead with the
prospecting that about two in the afternoon they
set out to make a search of the surface of the
claim area. Cheyenne Charlie called Jim, and
taking their rifles, the two set out to do a little
hunting. It was evident that neither of them
had much faith in striking it rich on the prize
claim. Wild had seen much of mining life, and
he had prospected when he was only fourteen.
He knew .pretty well what kind of soil there was,
where gold was to be found, and he soon became
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convinced that there ought to be gold there. With a pile of nuggets that ranged in weight from
the girls following him, one of them carrying a two ounces to half a pound. The o:re was so rich
pan to collect what might be found, and the that he felt that he had underestimated the value
others with a pick and :-hovel, he struck out to of the find. But he did not get the least bit exmake a search. Down along the foot of the cliff cited over it. Young Wild West was quite used
he led the way, and presently he stoppe<l in a to that sort of thing. The scout and Dart had
little hoilow that was almost entirely sui-rounded shot a few birds and one mountain sheep, so
they had succeeded in what theiv set out to do
by the rocks and the face of the cliff.
"I reckon this looks all right," he said, point- too. They were much surprised; as well as de:
ing to the ground. "Go ahead, girls. You want lig~ted at the disc?very _of the gold on the prize
to work, so now is your chance. I'll get up here claim, but they, like Wild, took it without any
degree of excitement. ;probably if they had not
and watch out for our enemies."
The girls were almost as muscular as they, been well fixed in the way of mining interests
'
were pretty, and they did not mind a little hard it might have been different.
They had simply added more to their wealth
work. Soon the clanging of the pick as it struck
the hard ground was heard, and then the scraping that was all_. Hop came around when it wns tim~
of the shovel sounded. The scout's wife insisted for. supper. He had kept himself very straight
on wielding the pick, and S'he did it in the proper dunng the day, and when he reported that the
way, too. Wild could see down into the mining four men he had been watching had not left the
camp plainly. Some of the miners were at the saloon, Wild could not imagine just what they
saloon having a good time, for they had been were up to. But he made up his mind that they
paid their wages, and there was no doubt but must be watched that night, however. After
supper Wild and Charlie went down to the i,aloon.
that Dandy Bill was now reaping a hru:vest.
Occasionally he could see some of them outside They met Jack Waters, and our hero told him
in the street, but never once did he see anything that they had struck it rich on the prize cbim
"I want you to send up a wagon and fetch do~vn
of Big Chock or his friends.
"I reckon the galoots are afraid to do anything a ton of th~ ore to-morrow morning," he told him,
in the daylight," he muttered. "To-night will be and the mme boss opener! his eyes.
"I had an idea that there was somethin' there "
the time when we'll have to be on the watch for
them. Jug Porter, as they call him, may try to he Raid. "But I didn't think it could be fo,1;{d
it,
sneak right into the camp and <lo some damage. without sinking a shaft. I'm glad yer struckther
Well, he'll have to be mighty sly about it if he fur ther more gold that's found here in
Gulch, ther auicker it will build up, an' that's
does it."
For halt an hour the girls worked away, and what we're after."
It seemed t11at Waters could not keep the inthen suddenly a shout went up from Arietta.
"Here we are, Wild!" she called out. "I have formation to himrnlf, and in less than an hour it
found it. A pocket is here, and if I am any was generally known throug-hout the camT) that
judge the nuggets are worth a hundred dollars Young Wild West had struck it rich on the pri7..e
claim. Some refused to believe it, but tho~e who
apiece."
thought it was great hick, inc!Perl. Man•v were
The bo>y quickly went down to them. About a did
questions asked Wild and Charlie, but they
foot below the surface what seemed to be a virgin the
did not give out any information that amounted
vein had been found by the girls. None of them to
anything.
were so much excited that they lost control of
claim is for sale," was about al! our hero
"The
exhad
boy
the
until
waited
They
themselves.
said.
been
had
that
lumps
little
the
-0f
amined some
He had been given the papers making: him the
chipped out by the sharp pick.
of it as soon as they could be filled and
owne1·
feet,
his
to
rising
said,
he
girls,"
. "It's all right,
after he had been declared the winner in'
signed,
hand.
his
in
stuff
the
of
with a couple of pounds
match; but, being under age, he
shooting
the
all
Gulch,
Good-by
of
gold
"You have struck the
sell the claim, unless it was
legally
not
could
the
to
thousand
five
right. This will assay over
to the purc·haser by those who had
transfen-ed
ton, and I'll bet on it!"
it to hfm. But this could be done all right;
Arietta swung her hat and led in a rousing deeded
no doubting that.
was
there
that
cheer. They all knew it was through her
the gold had been found, and they were not slow
to give her the credit.
"If that streak extends more than twenty feet,
a Plot.
which I think it does," said our hero, "I reckon it CHAPTER XII.-The Four Villains Form
was worth while to win the shooting match. That
Big Chock no sooner saw Young Wild West and
is enough now, girls. There is no use in workCharlie down at the saloon tban he beCheyenne
a
wann
too
is
It
out.
tired
get
you
ing until
of a way to fix the boy and his par1>think
to
gan
this
of
some
put
we'll
To-morrow
day for that.
upon his pal to think up a scheme
called
He
ners.
team
a
up
send
to
Waters
Jack
in bags and get
that would work, and he p1·omised to do so. Buil
for it. ~'hen we·n know what to do."
about the strike that
"I'm satisfied," Arietta answered. "But I was in the meantime they heard claim,
and that madet
certain that there was something here, Wild. ( had been made on thetoprize
profit by it. It ·was ncm
got it in my head, and I could not think arty them have a desire
difficult for Jug Porter to get all the informatio~
other way, if I tried."
our hero and Charliet
"Well, your luck sticks right to you, little that was lrnown, and while of
men outside, Chork
were talking to a gathering
girl," was the reply.
talked
Wild did a little work himself, and by the time got his three friends to_g-ether and they
Charlie and Jim came back he had gathered quite it over.
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"I'll tell yer what my advice is, Chock," he
said, putting on a very wise look. "If we don't
bother 'em to-night they'll sorter think that we
ain't goin' ter do nothin'. Then to-mol'l'er mornin' we'll sneak up there afore it gits daylight an'
lay fur a chance. They say that Jack Waters is
goin' ter send up a big wagon ter git it full of
gold, which Young Wild West an' his pards is
g·oin' ter bag up. This won't be done until the:,,
have had a chance ter git it ready, which won't
be much afore noon, I reckon.
"Now, if we kin make it .flppear that we've gone
ter Phoenix, by strikin' out with our horses jest
afore daylight, we kin leave ther horses somewhere an' sneak around an' find a place ter wait
in till ther proper time comes. We kin put on
masks, so if ther gals sees us, which they surely
will, they won't know W'ho we are. Then we kin
kill ther boy an' his pards an' git away with wnat
gold we kin carry. If we work it right we'll git
ther whole business that's been taken out."
"T11at · sounds putty good," observed Chock.
"What do yer think about it, boys?"
The boys referred to were Happy Harry and
Sawdust, of course.
"Jest suits me," answered the former quickly.
"I reckon I want ter fix that gang, if fur nothin'
more than because they beat me in ther shootin'
match. I ain 't got no reputation fur bein' a
crack shot no more. They made me look mighty
small in that line, I reckon."
"They sartiniy did," nodded Sawdust; "an' they
made my pile putty small, too. I lost every bet
[ made, besides lettin' that heathen galoot ·win
money from me with thei· dice'. Oh! rm in on
ther game! But I don't think we kin git away
with much of ther gold. It's ther revenge we
want, more'n anything."
"That's it!" exclaimed Big Chock, a fiendish
light glinting in his eyes ; "it's revenge that we
.
want!"
"Let me see," went on. the sneaky one, a happy
smile on his face at having his idea taken up so
readily, "we all want ter look alike, if we kin.
We'll mask ourselve,s, ·which is mighty easy, fur
handkerchiefs will do that, jest by cuttin' a couple of holes in 'em fur ter see through. Then we
ought ter have hats alike. That's ther way I
would do it. There mustn't be anything about us
that would give 'em ther lea's t chance ter think
it was us."
"We kin git hats aHke by jest stealin' 'em from
them that's got 'em alike," said Big Chock. "There
is enough alike what's wore by them galoots of
ther Big 5 mine. If we can't git hold of four
afore mornin', I'll ·b e mightily surprised."
"That's right," nodded Jug. "I'll git ther hats.
Well, is it understood that we're ter do it that
way, then?"
"Yes," answered Happy Harry.
"Sartin sure," Big Chock hastened to add.
"An' we kin come back a little later on an' take
charge of them gals," said Sawdust. "They'll
sorter need some one ter protect 'em, I reckon."
There _was a laugh at this, as might be supposed. All four were heartless villains, and what
would have seemed a horrible outrage to many
was but a joke to them. The plot was talked over
and over until finally they thought they had it
down so fine that nothing would stop them carrying it out. It was even Jecided that lli;; Chock
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was to go to Young Wild West and assure him
that he held no grudge against him. Pretty so0.1
our hero and the scout came into the saloon wi t h
Jack Waters and two -0f the owners of the Big fi
mine.
Almost at the same time Hop came in by t he
back way. It would soon be time for the show to
go on, and about all there meant to take it in
again that night, since the professor .had given it
out that there was to l;>e a change in the programme. Wild shot a glance about the room and
saw the four villains together. He had an i dei
that they were up to something, so he was nJt
surprised ,,·hen Big Chock came up in a meek sort
of way and said:
"Young· Wild West, I've sorter got an idea that
yer thinlc I'm down on yer. But I want yer ter
know that I ain't: I ain't got no grudge agin'
yer, 'cause I know you're too much fur me. From
what I have heard since yisterday, I reckon it
ain't no disgrace ter be knocked down an' chuckout of a saloon by you. I'm goin' ter call it quits,
so you kin bet that I won't never bother with
yer ag'in."
"All right, Chock," answered the boy, in his
cool and easy way. "I reckon you'll be all right
if you stick to that. But I ·want to let you know
that I don't care whether you wean what you say
or not. If you feel like tackling me any time,
you arc wel come to go ahead."
The big rufi1::in walked a,1 a~·, not very well
satisfied with t'he way his w-::irds had been re::ei\·ed but thinkin.!:!· that they hail done some goon,
anyhow. He was seen to talk to his companions,
and then Jug- Porter arose and came OYer.
"What Chock jest said is my sentiments exactly," he declal'ed, befol'e the gathering in the
place. "You chucked me out too eas:y fur anything, Cheyenne Charlie. But don't think I'm
down on yer fur it. I've got a great respect fur
yer, if I didn't !,ave afore yel' clone it."
"You sneakin' coyote! I don't want yer tcr
tell me anything like that!" retorted the scout
hotly. "Jest git back there with your gang, or
I'll pick yer up and threw yer over!"
Jug got out of the way in a hurry. Probably
he was satisfied that he might better have not
said anything. Meanwhile, Professor Swell had
joined Hop at a table, and the two were talking
very earnestly. Wild heard Hop say "No," two
or three times, and then he stepped over.
"What's the trouble here?" he asked.
"Um plofessee wantee me to helpee to-night,
Misler Wild. Me say me no can do it."
"Well, that's right. You can't. Not that I
care about his helping you, Professor Swell," and
he turned to the showman. "But he is pretty
sure to get into trouble if he is allowed to go
ahead and show what he can do. He will be better off by keeping out of it, and so will you. I
reckon I know what I am talking- about."
"Well, if you think that way, Mr. West, I
s·h an't urge him any more."
"I do think that way. You can gst jusT as big
a house without him, that's suTe."
"Oh, yes! The people here are using me nicely. I have no fault to find."
The professor looked at his watch. It lacked
a quarter of an hour befoTe the performance was
to begin. But as the seats had been sold before
this, and he had the mo11ey in his pocket, there
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was no hurry. He invited Wild and those in his
company to sit down around the table and have
something. They all accepted the invitation. The
professor called for whisky, and being in an accommodating mood, Dandy :i;lill brought over a
full bottle and the glasses.
Hop decided to ha,e some fun with the professor, so unseen by any one, lie dropped a pinch of
whitish powder in the glass that was set before
him. Wild took a cigar, as was his custom generally, though he seldom smoked all he got. Then
the clever Chinaman pushed the bottle to the
professor, after first helping himself. But the
showman insisted on the rest being ~upplied first,
and this was done. Then he tipped the bot:tle
and poured some of the contents in his glass.
There \Vas a sudden hlssing noise and a cloud of
steam arose that shut him from the view of the
rest for the moment.
"\Vhattee mattee ?" cried Hop, in alarm, a-nd
then before his act could be observed, he grabbecl
the bottle and hid it under his coat. All but Wild
and the scout we1e greatly surprised at what had
happened. Hop had simply put a chemical of
some kind in the glass, and the whiskr had caused it to create the disturbance. Our two friends
knew that as well as if they had been told. Tho
majority of those present laid it all to the Chinaman of course, for they had seen about enough
of him to know that he was likely to do anything-.
Dandy Bill hmried to the table. He looked
aroun"cl for the bottle. It V1ras not to be Reen.
"What's ther matter, professor'?" he asked, a
grin creeping over his face.
"The-the Chinaman played a joke on me, I
guess," was the reply.
"Yes, that's right, I s'pose. But what did yer
do with ther bottle?"
"I-I don't know."
Hop arose and started to go out. But Wild
knew be must have the bottle, so he ordered him
to produce it. He did so quickly enough, and
then the incident blew over.

'

.

CHAPTER XIII.-The Game of Draw Poker.
Wild and Charlie did not attend the show that
night, but went back to the camp, leaving Hop
there to watch the -movements of the four men.
The Chinaman had promised that he would keep
sober, and he meant to keep his word, as he knew
much depende<l on how he carried himself. When
he saw the quartet go into the show, he went,
too and when it was over, and they returned to
the' saloon, he was right on hand.
He was anxious to get into a game of poker,
but he did not want it to interfere with his watching. Finally he got near the villains, and when
he saw them getting ready for a game among
themselves he could not help asking if they would
allow him to come in. Sawdust was simply delighted, for he thought they might easily fleece
the Chinaman, no matter how sharp he might be.
He played with Happy Harry as hls partner, anyhow, and between the two of them, they generally managed to win most of the pots. One would
deal the cards so the other got the best hand
out, and then it was bound to work.
A new deck of cards was brought to them, but
as the house had no chips, money was used in all
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the games played there. Hop liked this way the
best, anyhow, as sometimes he had to get out in
a hurry, and did not have time to cas)i his chips.
The cards were shuffl.ed by Jug Porter, and then
the cut for deal was made.
Jug won, sinLe he
knew just where to cut an ace, and none of the
rest happened to strike one.
Hop sat next to him, and when he was called
upon to put up an ante J1e slipped up two silver
dollars. The cards. were dealt around, and then
the four men exchanged glances. Hop did not
appear to notice this, but he knew almost to a
certainty that Big Chock was going to hold the
winning hand. But he was willing to let it go
that way. He found that he had three kings cold,
so when it came his say he raised it o,-er the lift
Big Chock gave. The· others dropped ont, and
it went along until there was as much as fifty
dollars on the board before they drew cards. Hop
called for five cardR inRtead of only three, and
Jug Porter looked surprised.
"I want four canls," spoke up Big Chock. who
was holding an ace, with the expectation of p:etting the other three.
•
He tried to take the carcls that were dealt out
first, but Hop was too quick for him. He got
the remaining ace, of course, but there was not
a pair to go with it. Both he and the dealer
knew that Hop must have drawn two aces, Ro
that would make it even up, save that a single
king next to the pair woulrl win. Th!!re was no
use, so when Hop bet ten dollars B'ig Chock tin-ew
down his hand.
"Lat velly nicee lillee pot, so be," remarked
the clever Celestial, as he raked it in.
Satisfied witth having beaten Ilig Ch()ck and
his pal at their own game, he now made up his
mind to show them something about dealing good
hands.
· Happy Harry cut the deck, but Hop put it hack
just as it was without being discovererl. Then
he dealt around the five cards each. Big Chock
got four kings, Happy Han-:r four queens, Sawdust four jacks, and Jug Porter four tens. Hop
of course kept the four aces for him:::elf. The
ante was a dollar, but this was raised until there
was a cool hundred on the table, and then they
drew cards. Happy Harry stood pat, Jug drew
one card, Big Chock declared he didn't want any,
and Sawdust took one. Hop acted as though he
was dismayed at this, but ma.de out that he had
overcome it, and then, after hesitating a moment,
be said:
•
"Me takee two cards."
Hop took two cards, but he picked up the two
he had discarded, however. It was done so neatly that no one was the wiser. As each of the
four thought he must hold t;he winning hand,
there was no backing down from any of them.
They managed to exchange glances and make it
understood that they were to divide the pot no
matter which one of them won it. Then the betting got going at a lively rate.
Miners crowded around, because it was a:bout
as swift a game as they had seen in some time.
Hop raised it every time it came bis tum, and
the others went right along. But when about
three thousand dollars was on the table the villains began to lose heart. What if the Chinaman
should bold four aces? That was the question
that was going through theiz: minds. Then agam

•
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ho.w was it possible that l1e could draw them,
when he hat! discarded two cards, and they had
fooled him on the draw ? "
"Me a1iee samee rnakee hundled more, so be,''
said Hop calmly, and he coolly lighted ~ cigar.
"I'll calt yer!" answered Big Chock. "If you've
got a hand that·ll beat mine, yer must have
· cheated ter git it."
"Me gottee four lillee aces!"
The LJg ruffian jumped to his feet and whipped
out his gun. Bang! lt was not the weapon that
spoke, but the cigar that Hop had dropped on the
table exploded. A cloud of smoke went up, and
the clever Chinaman grabbed the money and
stuffea .,; in his pockel. he ielt sure that he
dared not go back, so there was onl-y one thing
for him to do, and that was to stay outside and
watch.
It was about half an hour before daylight when
he sa,, the four men he wanted go to the stable.
Hop was right on their trail. He listened to what
they were talking about, and soon found out that
they ere going to make a pretext of leaving
the mining camp to ride over to Phoenix.
"Me watchee velly muchee goodee, so be," ]1e
muttered. "Me no lettee Misler Wild gittee
shootee in um dark. Me allee samee velly smartee
Chinee!"

,1

CHAPTER XIV.-Conc lusion.
Wild and Charlie turned in as soon as they got
back to the camp on the prize claim, leaving Jim
to stand guard duty until twelve. When twelve
came Charlie relieved Jim, and at half-past two
Wild took Charlie's place. But there was no need
of a watch, since the villains had planned to do
their work after daylight, as the reader knows.
Breakfast was eaten shortly after the sun came
up, with no signs of Hop. They were all a little
anxious about him, so when Jim declared · that
he was going to look for him, Wild assented.
Jack Waters had supplied our hero with half a
dozen leather sacks to put the ore .in, and when
Charlie struck in after breakfast to get out the
nuggets, Wild proceeded to fill the sacks. Arietta
came over to the hollow just then, rifle in hand.
"Wild," said she, "I'm going to the top of the
cliff to have a look around. If I see anything to
shoot, I'll try my luck."
"Well, take Wing with you, then. He can carry
the game, if you get any. But I wouldn't go out
of ~inM of the camp, if I were you. You know
we have enemies, and that something is likely to
happen."
This being settled, she set out at once, the cook
foJlowing. Arietta went around and was soon
ascending the cliff. She had just reached the top
when who should confront her but Jim and Hop.
"So ')Ou found him, eh, Jim?" the girl asked.
"What has he been doing all night?"
'"'\Vatching our four enemies, Arietta," replied
__ the boy. "Hop has done remarkably well. Even
now Big . Chock and his friends are creeping to
the camp to shoot down all who are there. As
we know just where they are, we are going to
stop their work from the top of the cliff. · You
will come in handy, for you are a sure shot."
The four now apprnached the edge of the cliff,
Jim taking care that they kept well out of sight
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by aid of the l'Ocks and stunted bushes. But it
will be in order to see what was going on down
below. The four masked villains had crept up
until they were within a few feet of Charlie and
our hero, and with but a big rock separating
them.
Cheyenne Charlie and Wild were busy filling
the leather sacks with the rich ore when four
masked men suddenly popped into view from behind a big rock near them. At the same moment Arietta appeared at the top of the cliff,
followed by Jim and the Chinamen.
"Hands up, you villains!" came the shout from
the cliff above -them, and the villains forgot their
purpose, for the time, and turned and looked.
Crang! Crang! Two rifle shots rang out in
quick succession. A yell of fear and rage sounded, and then hurrying footsteps told the young
deadshot and his partner that the enemy was departing. Wild jumped from behind the rock, and
he was just in time to see two of the masked men
caught in a cul de sac but a few yards away.
Happy Hany and Jug Porter had been sJwt by
Jim and Arietta as they were reaching over the
rock to shoot at our hero and the scout, so that
left Big Chock and Sawdust to fight it out now.
The latter, finding that he had not time to
climb up the slippery rock to get where he might
run away, turned his revolver at Wild and fired.
But the boy dropped before the bullet got the1·e,
and then his own weapon spoke. Sawdust went
down. Then it was that Big Chock threw up his
hands and cried out for mercy. Cheyenne Charlie
ran over to him in a hurry. He quickly disarmeri
him and tore-off the mask.
Arjetta and Jim were not long in getting down
from the cliff, and with Anna and Eloise , they
came upon the scene. The latter two had been
much frightened by the firing, and, not knowing
what to do, they had hidden themselves behind
the rocks until those from the cliff came to them.
In a few minutes all but the cook went down with
the prisoner. The miners were just thinking of
going to their work, and when they saw Big Chock
being led by Cheyenne Charlie they knew that
something hag happened.
Wild did not delay in telling what the shooting
on the prize claim meant.
A crowd hurried to the spot where th~ three
dead ones lay, and when the masks were torn
from their faces a howl went up.
"Big Chock turned bandit, did he?" said Jack
Waters. "He wanted to kill Young Wild West
and his pards, did he? Well, I reckon yer know
what that means, boys?"
The boys knew.
This about finishes our story.
Young Wild West sold the prize claim to those
who had put it up for a prize, the price being
a nice little sum, which he divided equally wit h
his companions , the Chinaman included.
When they left in search of new and fresh
adventures P/ofessor Swell's show was still doing business, and with 'a prospect of remaining
there for a while.
"So," as Wild is in the habit of saying, "I reckon that will be about all."
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
WEST BO.OIVIING A TOWN; OR, ARIETTA
AND THE LAND SHARKS."
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CURRENT NE\VS
A TWELVE-T ON CHEESE.
A cheese is being manufacture d for exhibition
at the New York State Fair in Syracuse. It wj)l
weigh 12 tons and will require 150,000 pounds of
milk, or a day's output of 7,500 cows.
HEAVY STORMS IN SWITZERLA ND.
This has been a strange year for Switzerland,
first the drought, then the severe snow storms
which sent Alpine climbers to the shelter huts.
From 20 to 30 inches of snow fell in some places
about the 6,000 foot level. The thermometer
dropped 30 degrees.
CEYLON GRAPHITE.
In the Island of Ceylon graphite is found in
greater abundance than in any similar sized area
in the world. The soil and rocks of Ceylon are
almost everywhe1·e impregnated with graphite, so
that it may be seen covering the surface in the
i;ewers after a rain. The supply is practically
inexhaustible . The peculiarity of Ceylon graphite
is its extreme purity.
BIG BED OF OCHRE.
A substance resembling brown coal. found
within twentv-four miles of Guatemala City, and
within fifteen miles of the railroad, has been
found to be ochre, which when mixed with water
and lime produces a good quality of paint. It is
believed by the Department of Foreign and Domestic Commerce that an excellent business
rnig-ht be built up in this material. The supply
appear,; to be very large.
RHONE DEVELOPM ENT.
The French have some ambitious plans for the
development of the Rhone River. It is planned
to make this waterway into a water transport
line that will rival the Rhine and will serve for
irrigation of over 600,000 acres of land. Also
1/00,000 kilowatts of cheap electric current is to
be made available, thus saving coal imports to
the value of at least 600 million francs a year.
River ports will have to be improved or at least
created and joined by rail with the main land
arteries of traffic. The Rhone River flows west
and south from Lake of Geneva to the Mediterranean Sea.
WHAT RATS DO.
Experts have estimated that one rat will consume forty to fifty pounds of food in a year.
It has also been figured that it requires the continuous work of about 150,000 men with farms,
agricultural implements, and other equipments
to supply the foodstuffs destroyed annually by
rats in the United States. In addition, rats destroy other property, mainly of agricultural
origin, the production of which requires the
'work of about 50,000 men. This gives a total
of 200,000 men whose economic output is devoted solely to feeding antl othP>·u,;~P. providing
for rats.

BOAT'S PROPELLER KILLED A SHARK.
Henry Owens had the scare of his life when
he was making his way into Horn Harbor, in
Mathews County, Va., a few days ago, in his
rooter boat.
His boat was speeding along at about 14 knots
when it struck some obstable that shook the craft
from stem to stern. The boat was in deep water
and a c~e~r ch8:nnel. Owen could not account for
the collision with the submerged object.
The boat's engine went dead after the collision
and Owen went to the stern of his boat to se~
what the trouble was. He found the fast revolving propeller of his boat had killed a shark.
There was blood all over the surface of the water
Tl?e shark measured nine feet. Its body wa~
cut m. several place~ when it came to the surface
after its contact with the propeller.
CAT NURSES RAT.
Two small kittens and a young rat make the
happy family_ of a fond mother cat at Enfield,
N. C. 1 accordmg to J. ~- Ethridge, who took a
peep mto the barrel which serves as the family
home at I. D. Wood's store at Enfield.
The mother cat, according to Ethridge found
two ~ittens many days ago, and on the d;y after
the kittens came caught a young rat and carried
it. to her barrel home. Evidently the mother in!"tmct got the better of her or else the kittens and
the rat developed :l case of love at first sight, for
t~e mother speechly changed her killing intentions :md welcomed the rat into the freedom of
the home.
Now she is nur:;:ing the rat and the b,·o kittens
while _the adopted member has devPloped into ar:
affectionate youngster, playing with the mother
cat and licking her fondly as do the young kittens. On top of that the new life appears to be
agreeing with the rodent, as he has grown con•
siderably since his adoption.
GET AHEAD OF PENNY
MACHINE.
New Yorkers have accustomed themselves to
the caprices of the chewing gum slot machines,
which, if they return neither your money nor
your gum one time, they give you two or three
pieces of gum and a piece of chocolat,e, all for
one cent the next time. The reasoning is that
if the machine "puts one over" on you, you "put
one over" on the machine when you get more
than your money's worth. Now has come the
man who is able to fool the weighing machine in
the subway stations.
These weighing machines promise to return
your money if you place the rwi hand on your
prop~r weight. The individual in question moved
tFte red hand to 138 pounds, got on the scale and
put his cent in. The scale registered 139 pounds.
All at once some. brilliant idea struck the man,
and he removed his light coat, and hung it on
the back of the scale. Down went the indicato1·
to 138, and the coin came back.
HOW
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Six Silver Stars
-OR-

THE BOY TREASURE HUNTERS OF
YUCATAN
By DICK ELLISON

CHAPTER XII.
Newcomers at Bacab-Itza.

It was a very peculiar light. It seemed to illutninate nothing, nor was it reflected upon tl1e
water. It just shone there in the distance like
a fixed star.
The leader then laid down his machete, and
the man next to him opened his leather bag; the
torches were then extinguished and put into the
bag, which was carefully closed and so fastened
about the Indian's neck that the top projected
above his head, the evident intention being to
keep the torches dry.
All was now in readiness for a start, and the
leader dove into the lake. Al followed; the second Indian dove, but the man with the bag slid.
in off the rock and managed to keep his head
from going under.
The water was delightfully cool and refreshing after what Al had been through.
"If I can only hold out I shall enjoy this,"
he thought. "They are going to show me the
treasure, surest thing."
Now with no disposition to offend our readers,
we propose to suppress the end of Al's singular
adventure that night.
Enough to say that he was shown the treasure and brought safely back.
To say any more would be to anticipate the
end of Olli' story and thus spoil it.
Al stood the swim all right. H~ reckoned the
distance at something less than half a mile. He
would have been good for it if it had been three
times as long.
But the return swim exhausted his strength
somewhat, and he did give out on the steps.
What happened then was that the leader handing his machete to one of his companio:µs, made
Al s,it astride on his shoulders, and clasp his
hands about his head.
In this fashion the boy was carried about · to
the top, where he dismounted and was blindfolded.
After he passed through the trap-door the
same maneuvers to confuse him as before were
resorted to, and the cloth was removed.
While Al W'as dressing the Indians, whom he
supposed to be waiting for him just outside the
door, vanished.
Seeing how the case stood when he came out Al
returned to the long room, and 'finding every one
asleep, he crawled back into his hammock and
soon fell asleep himself, not to wake a.12:ain till
Oliver called him next morning.
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As Al sat up in his hammock he found it hard
t~ realize that his remarkable adventure of the
mght was real.
Tony and Harry had gone outside. Oliver was
ready ~o go. and Al, slipping out of his hammock,
was with him.
9liver noticed that he was feeling under his
shirt at the neck.
"What's matter? Mosquitoes?" he asked
"No," replied Al. "I was trying to fir{d out
w lJ~ther I had been dreaming or not."
What do vou mean?"
"No~ look· here, Oliver, I'm going to tell you
someth1!1f:· You won't believe it; but I swear
to you it's true."
not a dream?" laughed Oliver.
And not a dream."
'.'How could you decide by feeling under your
shirt?"
Al felt again and this time pulled out the little leather bag which held the six silver stars for
'
he had not restored it to the locker
·
"What's that?" asked Oliver.
"Holds the stars."
'.'.Where di_d you get it? I never saw it before."
It was given to me by an Indian whom I met
last night while you were asleep."
"Met in your dreams?"
"I could hardly believe it was otherwise when
I first woke up. This thing prqves that it was
real.
"Co,mE;, Al, out with the gist of your story.
Whats it all about? What's the use of beating
about the bush?"
Oliver, I have seen the treasure. It is wonderful, but we never can get it in the wide
·
world."
"Oh, pshaw! You are trying to spring a stall
on me, Al."
"No,. I'm not. I'm giving it to you straight.
La.st mght I waL1<:ed in my sleep and woke up to
fi!ld myself out on the platform. There three Indians got hold of me and carried me to where
the treasur~ is hidden. It's real, all right, Oliver. That 1s all I can tell."
"Wliat!" cried Oliver. "You don't m~n to say
that yo~ are going to wind a fellow up and then
leave him up in the air like that?"
"I must,"
"\Vhy must?"
"Be7ause I have pledged my word. Even Tony
n1:ustn t be told. In fact, no hint must be given
him. I ought not to have told you but I just
'
couldn't keep it all to myself"
"And where is the treasur~ then?"
."That I can't tell. I mi{stn't ·say another
word."
Oliver was both vexed and angry.
"Oh, well, Wilson," he snapped. "Keep your
information to yourself if you want to. I labored under the impression that we were part!lers in th.is business. Seems I'm wrong. Have
1t your own way, Al."
And Oliver walked off, "mad" clear through.
Al was sorry enough to see him take it so but
'
he kept cool.
"Tony," sai'~ Oliver, as they sat at breakfast
Harry translating, "tell me honestly do you ac~
tually know that this treasure exists?"
(To be continued.)
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IN SHORT ARTICLES

METEORITE FALL.

A lai·ge meteorite fell a short time ago in the
grounds of Salop County Asylum; England. Dr.
Hallsworth, one of the medical officers, saw it
drop into a bush. It was quite hot when picked
up, arid porous and light as pumicestone.
FIRST GUM CHEWERS.
The Aztecs of Mexico are said to have been the
first gum chewers known. The followers of Cortez reported that the Indians chewed a gum to
quench thirst and relieve exh:iustion. They obtained it from the sapote tree by tapping, and today the manner of gathering the sap is in close
analogy to the process of gathering maple sugar
in New England. The tree is · indigenous to the
northern countries of South America, Central
America, and especially Mexico, the last named
furni shing about six-sevenths of the entire supply consumed annually in the United States.
THE OLDEST AUTO STILL RUNNING
Paris is used to unusual sights, and a few
days ago the populace was tl'eated to the sight of
the venerable great-grandfather of the automobile. The owner, the Abbe Gavois, who was perhaps the first professional man to recognize the
value of the automobile for getting around the
country for pastoral or other duties, managed the
creaking old contraption. He was greeted with
salutes of horns throughout his progress through
the city. The long-visioned Abbe is looking to
sell the historical machine and the proceeds will
help the poorer clergy of his distriC"t. The "car"
has not been overhauled in thirty years and barring a touch of asthma is still runable.
GIRL SWIMS AROUND MANHATTAN
ISLAND.
Miss Amelia Gade, Y. W. C. A. swimming instructor, took a forty-mile "dip" on June 26, in
whose course she completely encircled Manhattan
Isla nd. She was in the ·water continuously from
5:20 a. m. until 9:17 p. m., when she climbed
lightly back onto the Naval Militia dock at Ninety-ninth street and the Hudson River amid the
<:heer s of a waiting crowd.
Only once before had a woman made the same
swim. The first to cover Miss Gade's course was
Miss Ida Elionsky, who swam the metropolitan
-:ircuit in 1916. Her time was eleven hours and
thirtv-five minutes.
It "took Miss Gade fifteen hours and fifty-seven
minutes to get back to the point from which she
had started, but she had spent several hours in
the East River off One Hundred and Twentythird street treading water and waiting for the
stiff tide to turn.
At no time on the long swim-"'waiting t'ime"
included-was Miss Gade supported by anything
but ·h er own girli sh buoyancy. She "Ven managed to eat sliced oranges, a couple of sandwiches and a chocolate bar and to dri -k a cup of
coffee without leaving the water 01· gripping so
much as the proverbial straw.

FLOWERS A STAPLE DIET.
In India a regular a1·ticle of food is the flowers
of the bassia or mowra tree, of which the inhabitants of the central provinces consume about
eighty pounds apiece every year.
The flowers have a thick, juicy, globe-shaped
corolla of a pale cream color, inclosed at the base
in a velvety, chocolate-colored calyx. The corolles fall in the early hours of the morning am!
are collected by women and children. They are
spread out to dry on mats in the sun, wh0n th(y
wither to half their weight and develop a browrish-red color. A tree will yield 200 to 300 pounds
of flowers in a year.
·when fresh the flowers are extremely sweet
with a peculiar pungent flavor, and a character~
istic color. When dry the peculiar pung~nt fla vor is less perceptible, particularly if the stamens are removed, and the flavor then resemble·<;
that of figs. The flowers are eaten either fre""1
or dried, and cooked in many different ways with
·'
rice, shredded cocoanut or flour.
The total amount of suga, in the flowers va:ies from 40 to 70 per cent. A spirituous liquor
is prepared from them, a ton of dried flowern
yielding about ninety gallons of 95 per cent. alcohol.
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OFFENSE

By HORACE APPLETON.
In the cheerful dining-room of my bachelor
friend Srevenson, a select party was assembled
to celebrate his birthday. A very animated discussion had been carried on for some time as to
whether the first deviation from integrity should
be treated with severity or leniency.
Various were the opinions, and numerous the
arguments brought forward to support them.
The majority seemed to lean to the side of
"Crush all ot7enses in the bud," when a warmhearted old gentleman exclaimed:

.,-

Depend upon it, more young people are lost to
society from a first offense being treated with injudicious seyerity than from the contrary extreme.
Not that I would pass over even the slightest
deviation from integTity, either in word or deedthat would certainly be mistaken kindness; but,
on the other hand, neither would I punish with
severity an offense committed perhaps under the
influence of temptation-temptation, too, that we
ourselves may have thoughtlessly placed in the
way, in such a manner as to render it irresistible.
Fot· instance: a lady hires a servant; the girl
l1as hitherto borne a good character, but it is her
first place, her honesty has never yet been put to
the test.
Her mistress, without thinking of the continual
temptations to which she is exposing a fellow
creature, is in the habit of leaving small sums of
money, generally copper, lying about in her usual
sitting room.
Aft.er a while she begins to think that these
sums are not always found exactly as she left
them.
Suspicion falls on the girl, whose· duty it is to
clean the room every morning.
Her mistress, however, thinks she will be quite
convinced before she brings forward the accusation.
She counts the money carefully at night, and
the next morning some is missing.
No one has been in the room but the girl; her
guilt is evident.
Well, what does b.er mistress <lo?
Why, she turns the girl out of her house at an
hour's notice; cannot, in conscience, give her a
characrer; tells all her friends how dreadfully
distressed she is; declares there is nothing but
ingratitude to be met with among servants;
laments over the depravity of human nature; and
never dreams of blaming herself for her wicked
-yes, it is wicked- thoughtlessness in this constantly exposing to temptation a young, ignorant
girl; one, most likely, whose mind, if not enveloped i11 total darkness, has only an impel"fect
twilight knowled~e, whereby to distinguish right
from wrong.
At whose door, I ask--continued he, waxing
warmer-will the sin lie, if that girl sirtks into
the lowest depths of vice and misery?
Why, at the door of her who, after placing

temptation in her very path, turned her into the
pitiless world, deprived of that which constituted
her only means of obtaining an honest livelihood
-her character; and that without one effort to
reclaim her, without affording a single opportunity of retrieving the past, and regaining by
future good conduct the confidence of her employer.
There is, I fear, too much in what you say,
remarked our benevolent host, who had hitherto
taken no part in the conversation, and it reminds
me of a circumstance that occurred in the earlier
part of my life, which, as it may serve to illustrate the subject you have been discussing, I will
relate.
In the outset of my business career (said he) I
took into my employment a young man to fill the
situation of under clerk; and according to the
rllle I had laid down, whenever a stranger entered my office, his duties were of a nature to involve as little responsibility as possible until a
sufficient time had elapsed to form a correct estimate of his character.
This young man, whom I shall call Smith, was
of a respectable family.
He had lost his father, and had a mother and
sisters in some measure dependent upon him.
After he had been a sho1t time in my employment, it happened that my confidential clerk,
whose duty it was to receive the money from the
bank for the payment of wages, being prevented
by an unfot·escen circumstance from attending at
the proper time, sent the sum required by Smith.
My confidence was so great in my head clerk,
who had been long ln1own to me, that I was not
in the habit of regularly counting the money
when brought to me; but as on this occasi-'.ln it
had passed through other hands, I thought it
right to do so.
Therefore, calling Smith back as he was leaving my counting house, I desired him to wait a
few minutes, and proceeded to ascertain whether
it was quite correct.
Great was my sui·prise and concern on fi:1ding
that there was a considerable cleficiencv.
"From whom," said I, "did you rece'ive this
money?"
He replied: "From Mr. - - - , " naming my
confidential clerk.
"It is strange," said I, looking steadily at him.
"But this money is incorrect, and it is the 'first
time that I have found it so."
He changed countenance, and his eye fell before mine: but he answered with tolerable composure. "That it was as he had received it."
"It is in vain," I replied, "to attempt to impose upon me, or to endeavor to cast suspicion on
one whose character for the strictest honesty
and undeviating integrity is so well established.
Now, I am perfectly convinced that you have
taken this money, and that it is at this moment
in your possession; and I think the evidence
against you would be thought sufficient to justify
me in immediately .dismissing you from my service. But you are a very young man; your conduct has, I believe, been hitherto perfectly correct, and I am willing to afford you an opportunity of redeeming the past. All knowledge of this
matter rests between ourselves. Candidly con-
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fess, therefore, the error of which you have been
guilty\ restore what you have so dishonestly
taken; endeavor by your future good conduct to
deserve my confidence and respect, and . this circumstance shall never transpire to injure you."
The poor fellow was <leeply affected.
In a voice alm0st inarticulate with emotion he
acknowledged his guilt, and said that, having
frequently seen me receive the money without
counting it, on being entrusted with it himself
the idea had flashed across his mind that he
might easily abstract some without incurring
suspicion, or at all events without there being
sufficient evidence to justify it; that, being in distress, the temptation had proved stronger than
his power of resistance, and he had yielded.
"I cannot now," he continued, "prove l1ow
deeply your forbearance has touched me; time
alone can show that it has not been misplaced."
He left me to resume his duties.
Days, weeks and months passed by, during
which I scrutinized his conduct with the greatest
.1.nxiety, while at the same time I carefully
guarded against any appearance of suspicious
watchfulness, and with delight I observed that so
far my experiment .had succeeded. The greatest
re!:!."1.llarity and attention-the utmost devotion to
my interests-marked his business habits, and
this without display; for his quiet and humble
deportment was from that time remarkable.
At length, finding his conduct invariably marked by the utmost openness and plain dealing, my
confidence in him was so far restored that, on
a vacancy occurring in a - situation of greater
ti'Ust and emolument than the one he had hitherto filled, I place<l him in it, and never had I the
slightest reason to repent of the part I had acte<l
toward him.
Not only had I the pleasure of reflecting that
I had, in all probability, saved a fe11ow creasure
from a continued course of vice and consequent
misery, and afforded him the opportunity of becoming a respectable and useful member of society, but I had gained for myself an i?defatigable
servant-a faithful and constant friend.
•
For years has he served me with the greatest
fidelity and devotion. His character for rigid,
nay, even scrupulous honesty, was so well known
that "as honest as Smith" became a proverb
among his acquaintances.
One morning I missed him from his accustomed place, and upon inquiry learned that he
was detained at home by indisposition.
Several days elapsed, and still he was absent;
and upon calling at his home to inquire after
him, I found the family in great distress on his
account.
His complaint had proved typh~ fever of a
malignant kind.
From almost the commencement of his attacks
he had, as his wife (for he had been some time
married) informed me, lain in a state of total
unconsciousness, from which he ha<l roused only
to the ravings of delirium, and that the physician
gave little hope for his recovery.
For some days he continued in the same state;
at length a message was brought to me, saying
that Mr. Smith wished to see me; the messenger
adding that Mrs. Smith hoped I would come as
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soon as possible, for she feared her husband was
dying. I immediately obeyed the summons.
On entering his chamber, I found the "'hole
of his family assembled to take farewell of him
they so tenderly loved.
As soon as he perceived me, he motioned for
me to approach near to him, and taking my hand
in both of his, he turned towards me his dying
countenance, full of gratitude and affection, and
said:
"My dear master, my best earthly friend, I
have sent for you, that I may give you the thanks
and blessings of a dying man for a11 your goodness to me. To your generosity and mercy I
owe it that I have lived useful and respected,
that I die lamented and happy. To you I owe it,
that I leave to my children a name unrnllied by
crime, that in after years ihe blush 0f shame
shall never tinge their cheeks at the memory of
their fathe1·."
Then turning to his family, he said:
"My beloved wife and children, I entruf;t you
without fear to the care of that Heavenly Parent
who },as said: 'Leave the fatherless children
unto Me, and I will preserve them alive, and let
thy widows trJJst in Mc.' And you, my dear
master will, I know, be to them as you have been
' guide, protector an d f.
to me-a
nend"
.
That, continued the kind old man, looking on
us with glistening eyes, though mixed with sorrow, was one of the happiest moments of my life.
As I stood by the be<lside of the dying man,
and looked around upon his children growing up
virtuous, intelligent and up1·ight, respecting and
honoring, as much as they loved, their father;
when I saw his wife, though overcome with grief
for the loss of a t.ender and beloved husband, yet
sorrowing not as one without hope, but even in
that moment of agony deriving comfort in the
belief that she should meet him again in that
world where"Adieus and farewells are a sound unknown,"
When I listened to his fervent expressions of
gratitude, and saw him .calmly awaiting the inevitable stroke, trusting in the mercy of God,
and at peace with his fellow men; and when I
thought of what the reverse of all this might
have been-crime, misery, a disgraceful and dishonored life, perhaps a shameful and violent
death had I yielded to the first impluse of indignatio;, I felt a happiness which no words can express.
My friends, I am an old man. During a long
and eventful career in business, I have had intercourse with almost eve1·y variety of temper
and disposition, and with many degrees of talent,
but I have never found reason to swerve from the
principle with which I set out in life; to "temper
justice with mercy.''
Such was the story of our friend, and I believe
there was not one in that company but returned
home more disposed to judge leniently of the failings of his fellow creatures, and as far as lay in
his power to extend to all who might fall into
t.emptation, that mercy which, under similar circumstances, he would wish shown to himself,
feeling "that it is more blessed to save than to
destroy.''
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of dry wood of the requfred length, they patiently
work at it with drawshave and knife until it is
the right size and tapered to suit the workman.
Then it is usually hardened in the coals before
putting on the cord, which they braid themselves.
If a pole breaks, as it often does, the broken
pa1·ts are lashed together with string, pitch is
smeared over and melted by being rubbed with a
hot stone, which makes the pole as strong as before.
The Indians generally fish from the bank or
from platforms built over the water, says the
"Fishing Gazette." They thrust the long pole
out across the river as far as they can, and let
the current carry it down and into the bank,
trusting to chance and a quick jerk to hook the
fish if they feel one in the water.

LAUGHS

LASSOO DELA WARE STUGEON.
Director-Say, my man, how is it that Shakes1
How William Beckett and William Bayer las- peare's statue is standing
on the pedestal marked
l'iooed a sturgeon in the Delaware River at the
Scott? Attendant-He must have got his base
upper end of Reedy Island is one of the big items on an error, sir.
of conversation in lower New Castle County.
The men sighted the sturgeon and having no
Doctor-The increasing deafness of your wife
paraphernalia they decided as a joke to lasso it is merely an indication
of advancing years, and
with a small rope. A lucky throw caught the you can tell her that. Husband-Hum!
Would
huge fish behind the gills.
you mind telling her that yourself, doctor?
KILL 300 WOLVES IN MONTH.
"What reason have you for thinking that the'
State wolf hunters in the Upper Peninsula de- thief who entered your house was a locksmith
stroyed more than 200 wolves a month ~ur:ing by trade," asked the detective. "Why, I saw him
the sp1'ing. Sam Bennett of Kenton-and Ins. do~ make a bolt for the dooT," said the victim of the
Sandy are the champion wolf hunters of M1ch1- robbery.
gan. Mr. Bennett has hunted and trapped most
of hi,; life. His dog is sixteen years old. Sandy
"Oh,
said Mrs. Popley, "you must raise
and his owner did away with twenty-eight wolves a pair John,"
of these long side whiskers." · "What!"
in a little over a month. When a den is located exclaimed Popley; "why, I thought you detested
the wolyes are dug out and killed or shipped'-to that sort of--" "Yes, but Mr. Dubley was
the State Game Farm at Mason.
here to-day. He has them, you know, and it was
just too cute to see the way baby pulled them."
SNAKES INVADE R. R. STATION.
Judge-You were most brave in capturing the
"Wow! Wait till I kili this big snake!" yelled
W. B. Kinney, third trick block telegrapher of burglar, Frau Wachtig, but to injure him so sethe W. & A. Railroad, at the dispatcher's tele- verely was hardly right of you. Witness-I didn't
phone as he was reporting .a train. His eyes know he was a burglar at all. I had waited up
registered horror as a four-foot rattlesnake came nearly three hours for my husband, and thought
writhing through the door into the office. Kinney the robber was he.
bombarded the reptile with about everything movable in reach, finally smashing the snake's head.
A little boy told his friend, another youngster,
Long continued drought has emboldened snakes, that his mother was accustomed to give him a
wj10 a1:e desperate in_ their hunt for water.
penny every morning so that he should take his
medicine in peace and quietness. "Well, what
INDIANS CATCH SALMON WITH IRON do you do with it?" inquired the little friend.
"Mother puts it in the money box until there is ~
"GRABHOOK."
The Indians fish for salmon with a "grabhook," shilling." "And what then?" "Why, then motha large iron hook fastened to a pole by a loose er buys another bottle of medicine with it."
cord three or four feet long. A hole at the blunt
end of the hook that slips over the top of the pole • "Me an' the preacher went fishin' yesterday,"
keeps it in place until the fish is hooked. Then he said. "I caught all the fish; an' of course,
the hook is pulled off the pole, and the cord gives he felt mighty bad over it, as he well knowed I'd
the fisherman a chance to play his fish, if neces- tell it; an' what do you reckon he done?" "Dunsary, before dragging it ashore.
no." "Got up in meetin' Sunday mornin', looked
The hooks are made by the blacksmith, but the straight at me, an' give out the text: 'All liars
poles, about twenty feet in length, the Indians shall have their portion in the lake that burns
make themselves of red fir. Taking a rough piece with firp an' brimd,..,-,p_•"
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GIRLS CHECK FOREST FIRE.
For three hours 150 girls from Camp Mcenagha, \Vis., a summer school, fought flames which
threatened to consume the 4,000-ac1·e forest of
the Peninsula State Park.
Everett Valentine saw the flames and turnecl
to the girls' camp for help. The girls, members
of p1·ominent families from all parts of tne
United States, dropred tennis racquets and books
anci formed a bucket line. The _fire was checked .
GIRL SHOOTS AT BOATERS.
Two little maidens, scantily clad, were shot at
while out in a rowboat nea1· Sisterville, \V. Va.
Police found a young girl had <lone the shooting.
"Yes, I sl10t at them,'' sh<: confessed, and
cursed; "if they come again I'll shoot to kill."
"They came at night,'' she said, "ancl we missed
chickens and lot,; of garden produce. Then in the
day time they'd row up and down the river
clothed in almost nothing and kick their feet in
the air and yell:
"'Hey there, Rube-rubber!'"
USE WHA Lfj MEAT FOR
HAMBUTIGER.
The German taste for hamburger seems to be
greater than the supply of meat with which to
·
make it.
At any rate, exports of whale meat from Vancouver, B. C., to Germany are rapidly increasing:
It was said that whale meat was to be used in the
manufacture of hamburger in Germany. anrl that
in many cases it was actually preferred to any
other ingredient.
The latest shipment of whale meat left here
recently aboard the Hollan<I-Amcric:m freighter
Noorderqk. Another will follow shortly.
GERl\IANS

TWO KILLED TEN BEARS.
Returning to Kamloops after six weeks of
thrilling adven':ures in the rugged country of the
Big Benrl on the Columbia River, J. W. French
and Leo Tennis, the latter a fullblood Shuswap
Indian, brought back the skins of ten bears-six
grizzlies, two cinnamons and two blacks. Each
of the hunters got his bag limit of three grizdies, three measuring more than eight feet in
length.
On one occasion the hunters sighted eight grizziies on one slide, this being the largest group
of bears ever seen in that part of British Columbia. At that time the limit was within one of
being complete, so no effort was made to disturb
the bears. The sixth bear was shot next day.
LONG WALK TO FILL PULPIT.
The Rev. Neff J. Reynolds of Somerton, Ohio,
walks seven miles to take a bus which carries
him to within three miles of where he preaches
at Lafferty and Bannock. He starts the twentyfive mile trip by arising Sunday morning at 3
o'clock.
The Methodist Church recently organized congreJ?ations in Bannock and Lafferty ~ining

towns. R~ynolds, a local preacher, was afke<l to
fill the pulpits. When he makes the trip it means
walking seven miles from his farm to Barnesville, where he boards a bus that takes him to
Loydsvillc, three miles from the little towns
where the congregations are located. Sometimes
a11toists carry him the last three miles of the
trip, but he is always i-sure of getting the seven
mile hike between this plate and Banie~ville,
both going and coming. A man of about 10, Reynolds is noted for demonstrative methccls of
preaching.
SPRINGS BREAK IN
SUMMER.
Did you ever have the mainspring of a watch
break? If you dicl, the chances are that this occurred in thunderstorm weather, writes C. A.
Briggs in Popular Mechanics. It hns been the
experience of many jewelers that in thunder,;toTm season,; the number of hrokE·n watch mainsprings il"crense-s greatly. This has been erroneously ascribed, though somewhat vaguely, to the
effects of Pledricity, magneti sm, and of the noise
from the thunder, but an analysis of the explanations attP.mptecl fails to develo)} any reasonable
relation in accord with these ideas.
This matter has r ecently been made the subject of a scientific study. It was finally found
to arice from the fact that at this time of the
year the ail- was both warm and moi!;t, and that
both of these conditions facilitate rust ing-. A
small spot of rust often starts on the spring or
in a crack, and the spring soon weakens and Jets
go. The trouble is therefore not due to any myste1·ious effects of magnetism or electricity. It
can largely be prevented by a layer of oil on the
surface of the spring.
WHY

WATCH

NEW WHITE SMOKE SCREEN.
A white smoke· screen, denser and more impenetrable to vision than any smoke screen yet
invented, was demonstrated the other day at
Camp Meade for the members of the Res('rve
Offtcers' Training Camp. It is a new invention,
the secret of which is being guarded closely by
chemists and army officers directing its use.
When the smoke candles were lighted, instead
of seeing black clouds rise, as on the battlefields
of France, the reserve officers were surprised by
the beautiful white clouds, which rose from the
ground so dense that they seemed almo!lt solid.
Major Earl U. Atkisson, commandant of the
Edgewood Arsenal, said the wbite smoke candles
not only possessed a greater obscuring power,
but produced smoke in greater quantities. They
ai:e not poisonous and produce no toxic effect.
"There is no point to infantry advancing in
the open any more," said Major Atkisson. "The
smoke candles can be thrown in front of an advancing line by mortars 01· artillery. The white
smoke makes a much more opaque protective
screen than black, and it is absolutely harmless.
to the person passing through it."

•

LINES OF THE
PALM BETRAY
WEAK MINDS.
The three principal lines of the
hand - those of
life, head and
heart - are normally present a
few weeks before
a child is born,
all the others are
acquired by use.
In an address
read recently in
London by Dr. F.
G.
Crookshank,
he said the early
presence of those
three lines, was
an example of
the la)V of anticipation - that is
to say, characters
acquired for the
race by response
to need tend to
appear in successive generations
in anticipation of
the exercise for
which they are
adapted.
When an ill
brought up child,
an idiot, or an
ape grasped a
fork, a stick or a
straw, not as we
hold a pen or a
knife, but across
the palm, a broad
transverse crease
was made which
showed how the
lines of head and
heart had been
different i a t e d
from one transverse
primitive
line suited to this
primitive usage
of the hand. Such
a line was seen
on the hands of
many
monkeys,
and it was this
single transverse
line that was
seen on the palm
or palms of many
M o n g o l s , the
word Mongol being used here to
define a certain
undeveloped type
of mentality.
The lines on
the
palms
of
,Mongols also
tend to be different on the right
or left hand.
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ARREN BTGELOW, the Finger Print Detective, was
making his usual review in the morning newspapers.
He had just finished reading the press reports of the
daring rnbbery of the offices of the T - 0- Company
when tbe telephone onltisdesk rang. Central Office was calling,
asking him to come immediately to the scene of the robbery.
Although he drove his high pawered roadster rapidly and
arrived very shortly at his destination, he bad plenty of time
to consider the main features of the case as reported by the
press. The job had undoubtedly been done by skilled cracks.
men and robbers of uncommon nerve. Sixty-five hundred
dollars in currency-the company pay-roll-were gone. Not
a single, aiwarent clew had been found by the police.
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Finger Print Expert Solves Mystery

On his arrival, Iligelow was greeted by Nick Austin, Chief
of Detectives, who had gone over the ground thoroughly.
"Hello, Warren. Here's a job
that has us stumped. I hope yo1,1
can unravel it for us."
VI•
By this time, the d\strict officers and the operatives from
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Coarse in Secret Service lntelligence, Mastery of these two
~
kindred professmns will open a
brilliant career for you.
Write quickly for fully illus-

OU

I,e a

t~~~ orhfsin~~ ~
~~
~llfJra•/J,inf~,.-.t?
t,~ fl~
training in detail. Don't wait un'6 l
this offer has expired - mail

~f~t:":\n~= g~Tin~~~
fl/iii ,
o fnutless efforts, their work
was at a standstill. They were
completely baffled.
With lively interest and a feeling ofrelief they stepped back
to await the results of the Finger Print Detective's findings.
They were plainly awed at his quiet, assured manner. The
adroit old Chief t.imself was manifestly impressed at the
quick, sure way in which Bigelow made bis investigat.ion.
Almost immediately Bigelow turned his attention to a heavy
table which had been tipped up on its side. Examination of
the glossy maho~any showed an excellent set of finger prints.
The thief might 1ust as well have left his calling card.
To make a long story short his print$ were phot.ographed
md taken to Central Office, where they were matched with
:hose of "Big Joe" Moran, a safe blower well known to the
police. Moran was subsequently caught and convicted on
Bigelow's testimony and finger-print proof. Most of the
money was recovered. In the meantime the T- 0 Company
bad offered a $500.00 reward, which was given to Bigelowhis pay for two houra' w.:>rk.

til
•
the coupon now. You may never
,
see this announcemen t again! You assume no obligationyou have everything to gain and nothing to lose. Address

UNIVERSITY OF APPLIED SCIENCE

Dept. C109, 1920 Sunnyside Avenue,
~_==·===-

Chicago, lliinoia

.,~~;~·;;;;;~~~,"~=~;;:~;;;:;:;~;:;:
Gentlemen: Without any obligation what~ver send me your

1
:!ou:::%dsf~ESe~~infelff:~n~.:d·t'ti~ }.': ~
~i!·~iE
feNloual Ji'mser Print Outfit.

!:
-

i:

Na"'4 ..•••..••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••.• ••• .................. ..........
Addrt111• .................. ............... . .................. ........... .
Prue,ito-i,c,liO OI ................. .................. ... Age ....•.•• _

ALCOHOL
FROM TROPICAL' JUNGLE S

R ea d Tl1e se Letters
From Happy Boy s:
S h a - Cle•r Plctu-•
I haYe 'heen very elow tu sendw
lng you an answer. I received
rny Moving Picture Machine a
few weeks a.go and I think tt Is

~~!~~fea.~njt: s~o;~ut~!1K1'lt

r

would. I n.m very proud or It.
I thank you very mueb tor Jt
and I am glad to bave Jt. I

,::-a,·e an entertainment two
cays aner I sot It. L•epold
Lamont~e. 64 Bummer Ave .•
Central Falls, R. I.

S old H,. lo,. •10.00

• nd

o,,,._d Anal,_

Some tlme aao I 1ot on• ot
Jam very
much pleased with It. Aller

your ~lnr.hlnes and

worklng It for about a moatll I
oold It for $10.00 to a friend of
mine. Be has it aad entertains
bis family n~htly. I have now
decided to get another one or
your machines.
M \fhael
Ehcreth, Mandan, N. Dak.

'lllould Hot Olv• Awq
for $25.00
My Movtnr PJ~ture Machine

ts a good one and I wo11 ld uot

give it away tor $25.00.

H's

l
l

tile best machine I ever had nnrt

I wish everybody could have

NEW
ELECTRIC

A Real
Moving

Picture
Show in
Your Oivn Honne

one. Addle Brcsky,Jeauesvlll~,
Pa. Box 34.

Bette ,. Than • $ 12.00
Mac hine

I am·etow about turntni ln my

thanks to yoa, but my 1'1$vlng

Picture Machtne

MODEL

Is

a ll rlkht.

I

have had It a long t!me and It

bas not been broken yet. I
have seen a $12.00 Machine but

would not awap mine for lt.
R o bert l..ln<'berry, r.are

of Revolution Rtore,

Grccoboro. N. C.

Remember, thl~ t, a Genuln<,
lllovln;: Plrture Jl.fachlne an ,! the
motion picture& are clca.r, ti harp aud
distiD<'t.
The
Movin"
Picture
:\Jachiue is
finely cou9tru:·te.i, n.nd carefully put together l.,y sktllerl .vorkmen.
It ia made of
Russtan Metal, irns a beautiful finisb, and is
operate<l by :.\ fi!lcly constructed mechanism, consistin.i;;. of .'.\U eig:ht wheel movement, etc.
Th1t projecting
lenses are caref.11!~,r ground aud adjusted, triple polished,
Rtandu.rrl double extra reflector, tbrowing :i. ray of light
many fet>t, and enlarging the picture 011 the screen un
to three or four feet in area.

It i• Jtot "tov; it is a solidl,v conotrn,ted and durable
i1ovinlt Picturt? Machine. The mechanism is exoeed·
indy simple and is re1tdily operated by the most inexperienoet! .
The pictures shown by thia JBRrvelous
I\1ovin~ Picture Machine are not the common, crude
and lHelt~ ~{Q.gic Lantern variety, but a.re Jife.Jike photo~rn.phi<' reproductions of actunl &eenea. places and_ p~ople.
which never tire it."' :ludiences. This 1:Iovin~ Picture Machine
ha.s cu.used a rousing enthusium wbereTer it is used.
This :\loving Pictnre Machine which I w:tnt to aend
you FREE, eives clea.r and life-like Movin11 Pictures as are
shown nt any reculu.r Moving Picturo show. It fb.ahes
moving pi.ctures on the sheet before you. Tbis !\.1acbine
and llox of Film nrn FUEE-nboolutely free 10 every boy in this land who wanto to writo for
a n Out6t, fr•e to girls aad free to older people.
Read MY OFFER below, which shows you
how to 11:et this Marvelous Machine.

Haw You

Can Get This Great Moving Pictu,•e
Wonderful OfftBr to Ycu

Machine-Read My

H•~Rt: IS whal you arc to do in o,der to 11:et this ama,inf. Moving Picture Machine and the renl

I

lltoving Pictures : Send your name and address-that is al . Write name and address very plainly .
!\tail to-day. As aoon as l reeeive it l will mail you 20 of the moat be&utiiuJ rremium pictures you
ever aaw-aJI brilliaDt and Uimn&uinc co1ou. These pictures a.re printec in many co!ore and
nmong lhe titles are ouch sub;ects u "Bd•11
M akin.o tli• Pir,t Am<Tican Flao"-" WasMn.i,ton nt
]Jome, " -"BaJJle 8f L•k• ~rie," de. I wallt you to distribute theM premium pictnrc>s on IL spt"c·i~I
40-cent offer amons the people you know.
When you . ~
have distributed the 20 premiu:n pictures on my liberal
)
r
offu you will h&ve collected $8.00. Send the
,r
11.u Of!IHl!Jl!'tJ
$8.00. to me and I will immediately send you
.
.
FREE the Movino; Picture Ilfnchi»e with com- , . . .
Good for Moving P,ctuu Offer
plete Outfit :.nd the "80% of Film.
:,..
Blmply cut out thl, Frr• Coupon.

lt•••

58,ttO of the!'!:e machine• ba't'e made
5 9~t 0t be:,s h •f'r>Y, Answe r a t once ~
Be t.be tint In ya u r t o wa t • itet oa.e.

A . J!!. Jl'T,EMIN G, !!~cy., f
W . 4 3d S t r eet, Ua pt . 220, N ew Y ork

PLEASE
US[

r.O!J PON

,-,vyi~~¥""~"'¥~~,VYl~~¥_,,.~:'\,j,V,-.,.,...,•.;.;,;.;,..~~.;-..,_;.._
;.,

ree

n

r

pin It to a Shf'i".t of pa.pcl', In!l.fl r~ m,~
with your n'1mr. and a.Udrc::;s wrlttcn
plalnly, and 1 wlU tcocl you tbe 20

Plctu reo at once. Addresa
A. E. FT,K'ltrN'G. S·,·i·.,
615 W. 43d :,,., L.lcpt., 220 • Now \,, _

We clutch at
anything as a
substitute
for
gasoline. Professor Whitford of
the Yale School
of Forestry says
that alcohol could
be economically
manufac t u r e d
from the moist
v e g e t a t i on of
tropical
forests
and jungles.
"The evidence
is
conclusive,"
s a i d Professor
Whitford, "that
the tropical sun
has the power to
store up more energy in the form
of cellulose in a
given time than
has the temperate sun.
"If this is in a
utilizable form it
remains for the
ingenuity of man
to overcome the
diffieu lties
of
profitably applying it. With the
increasing needs
of the nation it is
reasonable to expect that sooner
or later it will be
necessary to utilize mo re fully the
plant
resources
of the tropics."
Professor
Whitford s a i d
that the annua l
p r oduction of alcohol from the
nipa plant in the
Philippines was
now nearly 3,000,000
gallons
and that on e distillery there had
produced 93 per
cent. alcohol at a
cost of about 20
cents a gallon,
and if operated
to full capacity
could make it at
a cost of 15 cents
a gallon.

HAND

OUR TEN-CENT

Useful, Instructive, ao.d Amusin&. The:, Contain
Vali1able lnformatiou on Almost Every Subject
No. 23. HOW TO E~.i:'LA1N DH£A..\l1S.-'l'llis little
book gives tlle e>:p1a11atiou to all .krnus of dreams, LO·
ll"et;,er with lucky auu uulllc.ky uays.
l\o, IU. llO \\ '1'0 W iUTE .Lh'.l: .t'J,;RS TO GENTLEMJ<,r,.-ConuunH1g rul! d1recL.ious 101· writmg to gentlem~u on. u.ll Sl, uJcct~.
No. 2~. HO\\ TO BECOME A GY.lllNA.S 'l'.-Contruning
full t.lirections tor ail .km Us or gy urnast1c sports auu
atlll e uc e:i.cerdses. .l!JrulJracwg tllHLY •ll ve ill.u sL1·atious.
by 1•rofossur ,V. MacdouaJu.

1'<>.

tu.

HOW

TO

liOW,

SA.IL

AND

BUILD

A

DOA.l'.-1,' ully illustnttetl. .l! ull instrucLiolls are giveu
l.n uus little book, wgecller \\ilh instruction.; on Hwim·
wing antl riding, cowpanion sports to boati1,g.
:t,,.,. 211. Hu;, T\J 'J.".l<.LL .1. u~'i'lJ1'J,,S.-.b.,ei·y one is
desuous or kuo"rng wllat llis 1uture life will bring
tortll, "hetller happwess or U11'W1;, wea l th 01· poverty.
You cau tell ll.v a i,lunce at this lnlle i.JOuk. Luy one
anu ue cuuvinced.

l'<o. W. HOW TO .8ECOME AN IN~"EN'.l'Oli,-F,very
boy should J;:uow llow .iuventions originated. 'l ' bis book
explams theru al,, g1vrng e..:awples Ill clednc1ty, byclrli.ul.ics, uu1gueti.srn, opuc::;, pueumatics, me<.:l.1anics, etc.
l\o. ;iu. liv\\' TU Cvon..-Une 01 tllc most instuctive
boo;;s ou <:ookiug ever published. J.t contaius recipes for
eooK1..ug weal.s, u:::H1 1 ga.rue aull oyt>te1·s; also pic::s, putldini;~, cakes autl ali i.1u,ts or prustry, antl a grnutl <:olleLuv n of r!iClPes.
:. ... :l3. HOW TO BEH.AVE.-Containing the rules
antl etit1uel te or goou so<:1et.v antl the easiest and most
appro;eu wethotls or appt:arllll§" co good advantage at
partit:s, L>alls. tile tlJeaL1t! , cbuu.:ll, and in the t1n1w111g-

roorn.

No. 35. HOW TO PLAY GAM.ES.-A COlllplete and
useful little LJuok, coutuu1.i11g tue rules and rcglqations
of uilliards, uagatelle, backgawwon, cro4.ueL, t1uru1uoes,

etio. 36. HOW TO SOLVE CONUNDltU~IS.-C.:outaiuing ah tile Jea<J.rng couuntlrurns of tbe day, amu~ing
riddle~ curious <:atclles auct witty sayings.
No. 40. HOW TO MAKE ANV SE'r '1 '•,APS.-Includ1.ng 11.ints oo lluw to catc.ll ruoles, . weasels, otter, rats,
squirrels aud l,1rds. Al.so bow to cure skins. Copiously
iUustratet1.
No. 41. THE BOYS O.F NEW "l'OltK END 1\IEN'S
Jo1~i,; 11OOK.-Coutai11iug a great vnriety of the latest
jokes used by tbe u,,ost rrunous end men. i\o amateur
Jninstrets 1s cumpwte without this wo11cterful little Liouk.
No.

<l2.

Tli.E

BOl'.:S

01''

NE\\'

l1ORK

is•.rtHll'

Sl' b,AK.hi.{.-'Cou,ainiug a varietl as,ortrueut of slump
speeclles, i\cgro, Dutcu and lr.ish. .d.,so end lllen's jcikes.
Just the tlliug tor llollle amusemt!nt aud awaleur snows.
lfo. <l5.

THI,;

BU.A.S

01'' NE\;.

l'.ORK AI1NSTREL

GUl.UE A.ND JOKE BOOK.-:su,uethiog new and very
l.nstructive. !£very lloy sbould outuin tbis book, as it
contains full iustrul!uons tor ori;uuizing an aruateur
miuscrel tt·uupe
l"lo, 40. HOh" -.ro l\J.AKE A.ND USE ELI!WTRJCITY.
-A des<:1iplion of the woutlenul uses of electricity and
electro 1.Uag11eusru ~ toget..Uer with full instruc:lions for

l.rlahing 1.!.lec tric '1.' uy~, Hattel'i~s. eLc. Hy G~orge Trebcl.
A. M., M U. Coutainiug over lifty illustrations.
No. 48. llOW '1'0 BLlLO A.1'1> SAIL CANOES.-A

bandy llook for boys, cou,aining full dlre<:tions for con•
structing canoes aud the most popula1· ruanner of sail·
log tllem. li'U lly illustrated.
JSo. 49. HO\V TO DEBATE.--Oiving rules for con·
ducting debates, outli.:..les of debates, Questions for discussion and the best sources tor procuring information
on the questions given.
No. 60.

HOW TO STUFF BlRDS AND ANIMALS.-

A valuable book, giving instructions in collecting, pre·
paring, mounting and preserving birds, anlinals and
l.n.sects.
HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH CARDS.No. 51.
Containing explauations of the geueral principles of
sleight-of-hand applicable to card tricks; of card tl"!cks
witll ordinary car<J.s, and uot 1·equiring sleight-of-lland;
of tricks involving sleight-of-hand, or the use of specially prepared cards. J llustrated.
No. 63. ROW TO WRITE LETTERS.-A wonderful
little book, telling you how to write to your sweetheart,
your father·, mother, sister, brother, eml,lloyer; and, in
fuct, everybody and anybody you wish to write to.
l!'or sale by all new&dealers or w:ltl be sent to an.f
11,ddress on receipt of price, 10 cents per copy, in money
or postage stamps, by

FRANK TOUSEYt Publisher,
168 West 23d Street

WILD

BOOKS

New York
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049 Youn~ Wiltl West's Bowie Battle; or, Arietta and
tile .\Hu,~ Qneen.
950 " Comman,,u,g the Cavalry; or, The Last FiglJt
of the A pacheH.
051 11 and "Digger Dan"; or. Arietta's Danger Si(Ynal.
\\'or.ldng l:l.is Lasso; or, The Luria! Gang of the
952
Cattle Range.
953 " Hunt in the Hills: or, Arietta and tbe Aztec
JewPls.
954 " Trimming tile Trailers; or, Lost In the Land
of the Dead.
955 " at the Cowboy Kick-Up; or, Arietta Beating the
Broncho Bu~t<'rs.
956 •• Rcping tbe Raucb Raiders; or, Helping the
'l.'exas Rangers.
957 " and tile "Terrible Ten," or, Arietta.'s Two .t.ast
Shots.
9G8 " Apache Token; or, The Trail That Led to the
Valley of Gold.
"S:i.lting" the Salters; or, Arietta ancl the Deatn
9GO
Chute.
Trip to Mexico; or, Routing tbe River Raiders.
960
001 " Fight on the Plai.ns; or, How AI·ietta Saved tbe
Settlement.
962 .. at "'Iwo Spot" Camp; or, The Bandits and the
Powcler Train.
963 " Triple Rc,und-Cp; or, Arietta and the Cattle
King.
964 " Catching ··he Claim Crooks; or, Tbe "Bad" Men
of Beanty Spot.
Put to Torture ; or, Arietta and tlle Apache
965
Avengers.
966 " and the Death Sign; or, The Secr0t of For~otten
Ranch.
967 " Youn~ Wild West's . Nevada Vcnge:mce; or,
Arietta and the Buried Gold.
968 " CowlJoy Ca,-ulry; or, Saving the BesiPgecl Soldiers.
969 " and the Overland Express; or, Arletta and tbe
"Gun-fighter."
~70 " Playing lt Alone; or, A Game tor Life or Death
aud tbe Dynaruite Gao(l"; or, Arietta and the
\/71
Uohbei·s of Golden Strip.
972 " Grub Stake; and How It Made a Fortune.
U7H ·• Ueatb Defranc<>; or, Anetta and the Danites.
UH " in Crooked Cnuyon; or, 'l.'be Underground Trail
To No JI.fan's Land.
975 " and '·MaYerick Mike"; or, Arietta and the
Round-t!p
076 " Chasing tl1e Mexicans; or, Tbe "Ilurrah" At
Ilot Head Ilill.
977 " Aft-er the Death Band; or, Saving Arietta From
the Secret Caves.
Saving His Partners; or, A Hard Fight Witll
978
R edskins.
Fighting the Cattlemen; or, Arietta's Branding
979
980

"

981
982

"
"

983

"

984 "
985 "
986 "
987

"

l\lark.

and the Two-Gun Man; or, Clearing Up a
Mining Camp.
Prairie Chase; or, Aril'tta and the Wo!C Pack.
Holding tbe Hill; or, Tbe li'igbt for tlJe Cave
of Gold.
Cowboy Avengers; or, Arietta and tbe Mnstang
Ropers.
and •'Velvet Bill"; or, Baffling the Rnnf!it Band.
Helping the Hunters; or, Arietta and tbe Grizzl:v·
an<I the Halt-breed Trailer; or, The White
l<'lower of the Utes.
A'.fter' the Outlaws; or, Arietta's Hard-earned
Victory.

For 11ale by all newsdealers, o:r will be sent ' to any- addresti on receipt of price, 7c. per copy, In money or poa..
tage atamps, byHARRY E. WOLFF. Pub., 166 W, 23d St,, N. Y.

-SCENARIOS

HOW TO
WRITE THEM

Price 811 Oe11to Per Cep7

This book eouta.tns all the most ~ n t cltaasea tu the
method or eoutruction and snllm.lssloa •f 'BCe•a.rios.
Sixty Leasoaa,. eov-erl11.s e·rery pl1a.se et aeeeule writIns. For 11ale by all NeW!ldealera u• Bookstores.
It you cannot proenr-e a copy, send na the 11rtce,
35 cents. la. meney or p.o.sta;-e stamps, aad we will
mail you o•e, poataa-e tree. .AfidreH
,.._L. SENAltENS, !19 Seventh Sve., New York. N. Y.
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